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Abstract

**Purpose** – This project evaluates the feasibility of passenger aircraft designed for Top Level Aircraft Requirements (TLAR) of the Airbus A320 using liquid hydrogen (LH2) and fuel cells to achieve "zero emissions".

**Methodology** – An existing preliminary sizing tool for jet and propeller passenger aircraft (CS-25) is modified to include all elements for LH2 storage and fuel cell integration including electric motors and heat exchangers. Current and possible future technology parameters are determined from a literature review.

**Findings** – The first reference aircraft is the redesign of the A320. The second reference aircraft is a possible turboprop version of the A320 with a cruise Mach number of only 0.65. The turboprop version shows a fuel mass and Direct Operating Costs (DOC) of only 66.1% and 86.5% respectively. Related to the A320 redesign, the fuel cell aircraft has fuel energy and DOC higher by 140% and 221% based on current technology parameters. If plausible future technology parameters are considered, the same values are 74% and 146%. These results show that a fuel cell passenger aircraft is unfeasible with current technology and remains unlikely with future technology. Water emissions can neither be avoided by water storage in flight nor by discarding the water in flight in form of ice cubes.

**Research Limitations** – The impact of liquid water emissions during flight into the atmosphere needs to be investigated further, but seems not to be of major impact according to a recent publication.

**Practical Implications** – The new preliminary sizing tool for fuel cell passenger aircraft is made available and can be used for further studies.

**Social Implications** – So far large fuel cell passenger aircraft were seen as a possible solution to aviation's environmental problems. The general feasibility, energy requirements, environmental and economic impact of hydrogen-electric aircraft can now be discussed by the public.

**Originality** – It seems, there is so far no preliminary aircraft sizing tool for hydrogen-electric aircraft publicly available.
Passenger Aircraft towards Zero Emission with Hydrogen and Fuel Cells

Task for a Project

Background
According to the EU's "Green Deal", no more net greenhouse gas emissions should be released in 2050. All modes of transportation will have to contribute to this reduction. This includes also aviation. To keep things relatively simple here, the aircraft is considered the system boundary. This is called "tank-to-wake". The options to achieve "zero emission" flight (in these boundaries) are limited. Electric flight with batteries will be limited to short range for years to come. Burning hydrogen in jet engines would be a major step forward, but is clearly no solution to achieve "zero emissions", it emits NOx and water vapor. Electric flight with hydrogen and fuel cells could be an option. It has neither CO2 nor NOx emissions. Furthermore, it releases water in liquid form. Discussed is a new short-medium range aircraft to the Top Level Aircraft Requirements (TLAR) of the Airbus A320. Liquid hydrogen (LH2) is considered as fuel. Tools for preliminary sizing of jet and propeller passenger aircraft (PreSTo-Classic) are available, but need to be modified for a fuel cell aircraft.

Task
Task of this project is to determine the feasibility of a fuel cell passenger aircraft powered by LH2. The subtasks are:
• Review current aircraft projects with hydrogen and fuel cells.
• Describe and discuss the components of the hydrogen-electric powertrain.
• Summarize fundamentals of preliminary aircraft sizing.
• Show the necessary additions to a tool for preliminary aircraft sizing of propeller aircraft (CS-25) to allow sizing of a fuel cell aircraft.
• Show options how to deal with the emitted water. Can the water be collected in a tank and transported down? Can the water be transformed into ice cubes that are discarded over board? What would (most likely) be the consequences of emitting water depending on cruise altitude?
• Evaluate your designs: Compare the A320 jet with a related propeller aircraft, a hydrogen fuel cell aircraft sized with current technology parameters, and one sized with future technology parameters.
• Summarize the results, draw conclusions, and make recommendations for further research.

The report has to be written in English based on German or international standards on report writing.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In recent years, the awareness of the climate change has become continuously more important to the public. The climate change can be investigated in long-term shifts in temperature and weather patterns. Since the 1800s human activities, especially the burning of fossil fuels, have been the main contributor to the climate change. This has resulted in rising temperature on the earth which led to intense draughts, water scarcity, rising sea levels, flooding, melting polar ice, storms, and declining biodiversity. To prevent this from happening half of the emission must be cut in 2030, and by 2050 net zero emission must be achieved (UN 2022).

Global carbon dioxide emissions from aviation

Aviation emissions includes passenger air travel, freight and military operations. It does not include non-CO₂ climate forcings, or a multiplier for warming effects at altitude.

One of the main contributors to CO₂ emissions is the transport sector as shown in Figure 1.1, which includes the aviation. The global aviation contributes 2.5% to the worldwide emission of CO₂ and 3.5% of effective radiative forcing. While the CO₂ emissions results to the burning of fuel, the effective radiative forcing results to the emission of water vapor, soot, and sulfur aerosols. The environmental impact of aviation caused mainly by non-CO₂ forcings to which contrails contribute the most (Ritchie 2022).
There are only two solutions for aviation which offer a reduction of all emissions to zero. The first one is a battery-electric propulsion, while the other one is hydrogen-electric propulsion. Compared to the battery-electric powertrain the hydrogen-electric powertrain offers quicker refueling times and a higher gravimetric density (Thomson 2020).

### 1.2 Title Terminology

**Passenger**
The term *passenger* means “*a person who is travelling in a vehicle but is not driving it, flying it, or working on it*” (Cambridge Dictionary 2022). In the case of an aircraft, the passenger is not flying it.

**Aircraft**
An *aircraft* is “*any vehicle, with or without an engine, that can fly, such as a plane or helicopter*” (Cambridge Dictionary 2022).

**Zero-emission**
The term *zero-emission* refers to “*an engine, motor, process, or other energy source, that emits no waste products that pollute the environment or disrupt the climate*” (Wikipedia 2022).

**Hydrogen**
*Hydrogen* is “*a chemical element that is the lightest gas, has no color, taste, or smell, and combines with oxygen to form water*” (Cambridge Dictionary 2022).

**Fuel cell**
A *fuel cell* is “*a device that changes the chemical energy from a fuel into electricity*” (Cambridge Dictionary 2022).

### 1.3 Objectives

The objective of this project is to study the feasibility of a zero-emission propulsion of a passenger aircraft. The propulsion uses fuel cells as power source and hydrogen as propellant.
1.4 Literature Review

This calculation and the spreadsheet are based on the initial versions of PreSTo-Classic-Prop and SAS-Part25-Prop by Nita (2008).

The preliminary sizing of this work are mainly based on Scholz (2015) and Loftin (1980) with regard to the certification specifications (CS25) stated in EASA (2021).

In regards of the fuel containment system the work is based on the on “Hydrogen Aircraft Technology” (Brewer 1991). This book features detailed information about the fuel tank, the fuel tank insulation, and the subsystems of the fuel containment system.

The work regarding the fuel cell system, the electric propulsion system, and the thrust devices is based on the various reports of the FlyZero study (FlyZero 2022a … h).

1.5 Structure of the Work

The structure of this work is as follows:

**Chapter 2** describes the existing studies of a hydrogen fueled aircraft.

**Chapter 3** explains the main components of the hydrogen-electric drivetrain.

**Chapter 4** covers fundamentals of preliminary sizing.

**Chapter 5** explains the implementation of a hydro-electric powertrain into PreSTo-Classic-Prop.

**Chapter 6** evaluates the results gained from PreSTo-Classic-Prop.
2 State of the Art

This section presents the current studies of hydrogen fueled aircraft and what the distinctive characteristics of those studies are.

2.1 ZeroAvia

ZeroAvia is a British-American aircraft developer which was founded in 2017. The focus of ZeroAvia is to develop a scalable hydrogen fuel cell powertrain which replaces conventional engines in existing airframes. The choice of a hydrogen-electric instead of a battery-electric powertrain was due to the better energy-to-weight ratio and the lower operating of the fuel cell (ZeroAvia 2020a).

In the project “HiFlyer I” a six-seat Piper Malibu was chosen to be refitted with a 250 kW hydrogen-electric power train as seen in Figure 2.1. The airframe was chosen because of its popularity, efficiency and it features enough room to house the conversion. The conversion itself was done by replacing the existing conventional engine with two electric motors in line that drive a single shaft. The electric motors were powered by two sets of fuel stacks (Boatman 2019).

![Piper Malibu with hydrogen tanks inside the cabin](image)

**Figure 2.1** Piper Malibu with hydrogen tanks inside the cabin (Aviation Week 2020)

On 23rd of June 2020 the first electric-powered flight took place with the converted airframe and on the 25th of September 2020 the first hydrogen-electric flight took place (ZeroAvia 2020b).
After the successful testing of the HiFlyer I project the HiFlyer II project was announced. For this project, a two-engine 19-seater Dornier was chosen to be retrofitted with two 600 kW hydrogen-electric powerplants (ZeroAvia 2021a). In the final configuration all components of the hydrogen-electric powertrain including the hydrogen fuel tanks will be carried under the wings. The tanks will hold up to 100 kg of compressed gaseous hydrogen which gives the aircraft a range of about 300 nm. This powertrain will be commercially available by 2024 (Perry 2021a).

Another more powerful hydrogen-electric powertrain ZA 2000 will be available by 2027. It will feature 2 MW and aims at full-size regional aircraft with 40 … 80 passengers like the ATR 42/72 and the De Havilland Dash 8 (Perry 2021b).

In December 2022, a memorandum of understanding has been signed between ZeroAvia and De Havilland Aircraft of Canada to develop both a line-fit and a retrofit program using Zero Avia’s hydrogen-electric powertrain (ZeroAvia 2021b). One of the first customer to enter this program will be the airline Ravn Alaska which placed an order for thirty of Zero Avia’s ZA 2000 powertrain to retrofit the airline’s De Havilland Dash 8 (ZeroAvia 2022a).

Besides providing hydrogen-electric powertrains for propeller driven aircraft ZeroAvia plans to convert Bombardier CRJ regional jets to hydrogen-electric propulsion (Perry 2021b). For this purpose, ZeroAvia cooperates with MHI RJ Aviation Group which is the world’s largest CRJ Series Aircraft Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul company (ZeroAvia 2021c). In August 2022, a memorandum of understanding was signed between ZeroAvia and American Airlines in which American Airlines opts to order 100 of Zero Avia’s hydrogen-electric powerplants to power the airline’s regional jets (ZeroAvia 2022b).

### 2.2 Project Fresson

This project is being under the development of Cranfield Aerospace Solutions. The project aims at retrofitting a nine-seat Bitten-Norman Islander with a zero-emission powertrain. Initially it was planned to convert into a battery-electric powertrain, but in May 2021 the project shifted to a hydrogen-electric powertrain (Perry 2022a). This shift has been made due to improvements regarding the weight of the hydrogen tanks, the output of the fuel cells and the availability of hydrogen as fuel (Project Fresson 2021).

The fuel tanks which are developed and produced by the Scottish company Innovatus feature a multi-chamber composite design, which makes it lightweight, very high pressure capable and formable. This tank as seen in Figure 2.2 also features the world’s highest gravimetric storage density of 10% allowing 5.4 kg of hydrogen storage (Innovatus 2020).
Regarding the fuel cells used in the project the British company Ricardo has developed a hydrogen fuel cell system while improving the balance of plant for a multiple stack layout. This fuel cell system features an efficiency improvement of 5% ... 15% compared to conventional systems (Project Fresson 2021).

With the shift to a hydrogen-electric powertrain the question of the thermal management also appeared (Perry 2021). This issue will be addressed by a heat exchanger from the British company Reaction Engines, as seen in Figure 2.3, which features a lightweight and low drag solution (Reaction Engines 2022).

Figure 2.2  Hydrogen storage tank (Innovatus 2020)

Figure 2.3  Heat exchanger (Reaction Engines 2022)
The final configuration of the retrofitted Britten-Norman Islander as seen in Figure 2.4 will be two external tanks, one under each wing, which stores gaseous hydrogen at seven hundred bars. The original two piston engines will be replaced by two 240 kW hydrogen fuel cell systems which will provide power to two 220 kW electric motors each driving a three-bladed propeller. The cooling of the powertrain will be provided by an advanced heat exchanger which is situated at the bottom of the engine nacelle (Cranfield Aerospace Solutions 2022).

![Retrofitted Norman Island (Cranfield Aerospace Solutions 2022)](image)

**Figure 2.4** Retrofitted Norman Island (Cranfield Aerospace Solutions 2022)

In the next step of the project, which will take place in 2022, the conversion of a 19-seater plane, most likely a Cessna 208 or DHC Twin Otter, to a hydrogen-electric powertrain will be developed. Around 2023 in Phase 3 the design of a completely new 19-seater aircraft is planned. This design should be optimized to hydrogen-electric propulsion from the start of the design phase. In 2029 the final stage is to be taken by designing a completely new aircraft for seventy-five passenger which should feature a hydrogen-electric powertrain (Cranfield Aerospace Solutions 2022).

### 2.3 H2Gear

This program is led by GKN Aerospace, a multination aerospace components company, from their Global Technology Centre in Bristol and supported by the UK Aerospace Technology Institute. The program aims at developing a liquid hydrogen propulsion system for a sub-regional aircraft that could be scaled up to a larger aircraft (HM Government 2021).

The first step in the program is to develop a 19-seater plane, as seen in Figure 2.5, with a 1 MW hydrogen-electric powertrain. Because of the simplicity of scaling the key elements, such as fuel cells, hydrogen storage tanks and electric motors, larger aircraft with up to 8 MW should be possible (Perry 2022b).
Based on this assumption there is a concept for a 48-passenger regional aircraft, as seen in Figure 2.6, with a range of 934 miles. This concept features a liquid hydrogen fuel system, fuel cell power system, optimized electrical network and cryogenic motor drive technology. To prevent the aircraft from emitting moisture because of water being the only byproduct due to the hydrogen-electric powertrain the aircraft will equipped with a GKN smart venting system (GKN Aerospace 2021).
One outstanding feature in this project is development of the hyperconducting network and cryogenic motor technology. This system will use the stored liquid hydrogen as a heat sink for cooling the electrical conductors to temperature below -200 °C which significantly reduce their electrical resistivity. This concept is seen in Figure 2.8. This facilitates electrical power distribution leading to lighter electric cables and lighter electric motors with higher efficiency (GKN Aerospace 2002).

![Diagram showing benefits of liquid hydrogen use](image1)

**Figure 2.7** Using liquid hydrogen as a fuel and a cryocooler (Noland 2021)

This weight reduction is significant when remembering that all-electric aviation also implements the need of replacing the conventional propulsors with electric motors. Such a configuration is seen in Figure 2.9. Today’s electric machinery in the multimegawatt range is about 50 to 100 times too heavy for aircraft applications. But the weight of the electric equipment can be significantly reduced by using the onboard liquid hydrogen both as fuel and cryogenic cooling medium. The temperature of the evaporation of liquid hydrogen is also the temperature needed for superconducting machines. Due to having no electrical resistance superconducting machines can manage massive amounts of current and cause only minimum amounts of dissipating heat which results in an ultrahigh efficiency and a power-to-weight ratio at least two to three times higher compared to conventional components (Noland 2021).

![Diagram showing fuel-cell system](image2)

**Figure 2.8** A fuel-cell system using cryocooling (Noland 2021)
Unlike the hyperconducting systems superconducting systems exhibits no electrical resistance but hyperconducting systems do use more conventional conductor materials which make them more feasible in the next future (GKN Aerospace 2021).

The final part of the propulsion system is a low pressure-ratio ducted fan (GKN Aerospace 2022) as seen in Figure 2.10. This fan is being developed in the EleFanT project in cooperation with the Swedish Royal Institute of Technology. The project aims at researching the aerodynamic design performance, noise and manufacturing technology for a ducted fan powered by electricity (Sampson 2021).

Compared to a propeller-driven configuration a ducted fan emits less noise, is easier to integrate on the fuselage, as it would not be limited to wing-mounted configurations. A fan is also safer in the event of an engine failure due to the nacelle (Gullers 2022).

![Figure 2.9 Electric ducted fan (Gullers 2022)](image)

Another issue which is getting more important when enlarging the system is thermal management, the larger the aircraft becomes the more difficult is the removal of the heat which is generated by the hydrogen-electric powertrain. GKN is looking at solutions to dissipate the waste heat through aircraft structures and other systems like heat exchangers (Perry 2022).

### 2.4 FlyZero

This study in an in-depth to develop a zero-carbon emission aircraft until 2030. The study is led by the Aerospace Technology Institute and funded by the UK government (HM Government 2021).
The study aims at assessing the design challenges, manufacturing demands, operational requirements, and market opportunities of different zero-carbon emission aircraft concepts. Concerning these issues, the study identified thirteen technology topics which were fundamental for realizing hydrogen fueled aircraft (FlyZero 2022a).

Six of these topics were fundamental technologies:
- hydrogen gas turbine and thrust generation,
- electric propulsion system,
- fuel cells,
- cryogenic hydrogen fuel system and storage,
- thermal management,
- aerodynamic structures.

Another seven topics were critical to ensure that hydrogen aircraft are commercially and operationally enabled (FlyZero2022a):
- aircraft systems,
- airport, airlines, airspace,
- materials,
- lifecycle impact,
- sustainable cabin design,
- compressed design and validation,
- manufacturing.

Based on these criteria three different concepts have been implemented (FlyZero 2022a):
- a regional aircraft, which should demonstrate the feasibility of fuel cell aircraft. The main focus of this concept was the aircraft performance and cost relative to a kerosene of SAF fueled aircraft as well as the integration of the fuel cell,
- a narrowbody concept which focus on turnaround time, aircraft utilization and flexibility,
- a midsize concept was made longer haul flights regarding the view that SAF was deemed ore appropriate for long-haul flight.

The regional market segment is regarded as the entry point for hydrogen fueled aircraft. For this concept, the ATR 72-600 has been chosen as the reference aircraft. According to the typical characteristics of a regional aircraft the requirements for the concept as seen in Figure 2.11 were set at eight hundred nautical miles range and a cruise speed of 325 knots while carrying 75 passengers (FlyZero 2022a).
The concept features a hydrogen-electric powertrain. During the analysis of this concept the feasibility of this concept for this powertrain in the regional segment has been proven while consuming 10% more energy than the reference aircraft.

Regarding the components of the powertrain the sizing of the fuel cells is being oriented at the peak power demand which is during take-off. Regarding the fact that fuel cell efficiency increases if the power is reduced relative to maximum an oversizing of the fuel cells might be beneficial in terms of fuel consumption and reduced weight of the thermal management system at the cost of increased fuel cell weight. The fuel cells and its system component are located under the rear cabin floor in an unpressurized area as seen in Figure 2.12 with details in Figure 2.13 (FlyZero 2022b).
The hydrogen storage tanks are in the rear of the fuselage as seen in Figure 2.14. To make the hydrogen storage more efficient the diameter of the fuselage has been increased. It was chosen to use a vacuum insulation instead of a foam insulation due to the additional space required by a foam insulation to prevent a further increasing of the fuselage’s diameter (FlyZero 2022b).

The propulsion system includes six electric motors each housed in a nacelle driving propellers as seen in Figure 2.15. Each of these nacelles also included heat exchangers which are part of the electrical and thermal management system (FlyZero 2022b).
It is also noted that the thermal management system is significantly important for the overall weight of the system. Due to the hydrogen-electric powertrain water will be the only byproduct. As the emission of water must be avoided during the flight phase of take-off and initial climb because water would reduce runway friction a storage tank for the water being produced by the fuel cells has been added (FlyZero 2022b).

The narrowbody market segment makes up 67% of new commercial aircraft acquisitions between 2030 and 2050. But this segment is very unlikely to be the entry point of hydrogen fueled aircraft. The Airbus A 320-200 has been chosen as the reference aircraft for this concept, as seen in Figure 2.16, and accordingly the range was set at 2400 nautical miles at a cruising speed of 450 knots while carrying 180 passengers (FlyZero 2022a).
The propulsion is a hydrogen-combustion powertrain. This includes two hydrogen tanks, fuel systems and jet engines. The propulsion and fuel system are located at the rear of the fuselage which results in a more compact layout than a layout with a wing mounted propulsion. This configuration also results in minimizing the pipe length of the hydrogen fuel lines which reduces the area of the aircraft containing hydrogen and the risk of a hydrogen leak. On the other hand, can such a configuration cause center of gravity issues which might imply aerodynamical changes to the control surfaces (FlyZero 2022a).

Due to the hydrogen storage tanks in the rear of the fuselage and the absence of wing mounted propulsion devices there is a possibility to optimize the wings for wing loading and aeroelastic purposes (FlyZero 2022a).

Regarding the fuselage diameter which has been constant in the regional concept for the narrowbody concept a diameter has been chosen which was getting wider at the rear of the fuselage where the hydrogen storage tanks are situated. This configuration would improvise natural laminar flow and therefore reduce drag (FlyZero 2022a).

The third and last concept is a midsize plane as seen in Figure 2.18. Due to the higher development costs the market availability of hydrogen fueled aircraft in this segment is unlikely to happen in the foreseeable future. The reference aircraft is the Boeing 767-200 ER which is a long-range widebody aircraft. The design range for the concept was set at 5750 nautical miles at a cruise speed of 460 knots while carrying 280 passengers. The powertrain is hydrogen-combustion which includes two jet engines located one under each wing (FlyZero 2022a).
The location of the hydrogen tank has been identified as a main issue regarding the aircraft architecture. It was chosen to install one tank in the aft of the fuselage and two forward tanks forward the wing beneath the cabin floor which are all unpressurized areas of the plane as seen in Figure 2.19. The configuration has been chosen to address weight and balance issues (FlyZero 2022a).

Like all other concepts the fuselage diameter is linked to the hydrogen storage tank diameter. As the hydrogen storage becomes more efficient the tank diameter increases there is a need to increase the fuselage diameter. This comes at the expense of increased drag. Another issue due to the tank in the rear and the wing mounted propulsion units is the length of the hydrogen fuel lines. Because leakage can occur it is critical to have the fuel lines in unpressurized areas (FlyZero 2022a).
2.5 EXACT

The German Aerospace Center abbreviated DLR is also conducting a study to develop an ecologically efficient medium-haul aircraft into commercial service by 2040. This study is part of the Exploitation of Electric Aircraft Concepts and Technologies (“EXACT”) project which includes twenty institutes of the DLR from the fields of aeronautics, energy, and atmospheric research. This project aims at combining environmental impacts with economically necessities from the concept phase onwards. It also regarded as a core understanding that conventional aircraft engines have no or little room to be optimized for further reduction of carbon dioxide emissions. Because of this an innovative approach is being made by the introduction of new propulsion concepts which utilizes hydrogen and electric components (Hoidis 2020).

To put these efforts into reality in the first different hydrogen-electric concepts and plane configurations will be assessed. It also will be evaluated how the different concepts cope with the infrastructure of airports and how the propulsion concepts effect the environment especially their climatical impact will be noted (DLR 2021).

A concept, which is pictured in Figure 2.19, has been made for this project is a regional plane with a range of 1000 nautical miles at a cruising speed of about 600 km/h while carrying seventy passengers. The aircraft features a hydrogen-electric powertrain with a distributed propulsion that consists of ten propulsion units. Each propulsion unit is housed in a nacelle beneath the wing and includes a propeller, electrical motor, PEM fuel cell, battery, heat exchanger and power electronics. The battery will provide additional power during phases of
peak power demands like take-off. The implementation of a battery could result in a smaller and lighter fuel cell because the size of the fuel has not been oriented at the peak power demand. When comparing the energy consumption of this fuel cell powertrain to the jet engine power train of a regional jet a 20% less energy consumption of this concept can be noted. On the system level of the whole plane the hydrogen-electric concept has a 10% higher power consumption when compared to a conventional aircraft. This higher power consumption results due to the subsystems of the hydrogen-electric powertrain especially the thermal management system and the fuel containment system (Hartmann 2022).

![Concept of a regional plane](image)

For evaluating innovative approaches in electric powertrains, the DLR has acquired a Dornier 228 in cooperation with MTU Aero Engines. This plane will be used as a testbed for the components of the powertrain concepts and in later stages it is planned to replace one of the two conventional powerplants by a 600 kW hydrogen-electric propulsion unit. In this configuration the electrical motor will be mounted in the nacelle beneath the wing. The fuel cell and the hydrogen storage tank will be located inside the fuselage. There is also the need of the implementation of a cooling system due to the heat being produced by the fuel cells (DLR 2021).

This project is unlike other retrofit programs not limited to the retrofit of an existing aircraft; the focus is working as a testbed to gain practical knowledge about the powertrain concepts. This makes the conclusions drawn from this project transferable to other projects in the field of hydrogen-electric aviation. It also gives the opportunity to assess questions of aviation law and registration issues. (Sebayang 2022).


3 Hydrogen-Electric Powertrain

In this section the parts of the hydrogen-electric of the hydrogen-electric powertrain will be explained and how the various parts are implemented in an aircraft.

3.1 Fuel Containment System

One major difference between a conventional kerosene fueled aircraft and a hydrogen fueled aircraft is the fuel storage. In kerosene fueled airliners the fuel is stored in integral tanks inside the wings or the fuselage. The fuel itself is stored in liquid state at ambient temperatures. Kerosene has a gravimetric energy content of 42.8 MJ/kg and a volumetric energy content of 35 MJ/L. Hydrogen gas at ambient conditions a gravimetric energy of 120 MJ/kg and a volumetric energy content of 0.01005 MJ/kg. Compared to the energy contents of kerosene the gravimetric energy content is about 2.8 times which significantly reduces the fuel weight. The volumetric energy content at ambient conditions is vastly inferior to those of kerosene. This will result in significantly larger storage volume when hydrogen is stored at ambient condition (Verstraete 2010). This comparison between hydrogen and other propellants can be seen in Figure 3.1.

![Figure 3.1](image)

**Figure 3.1** Comparison of specific energy and energy density for different fuels (US Department of Energy 2022)

Therefore, the major challenge is to achieve the highest volumetric density possible. There are two conventional methods of storage, by storing hydrogen as a compressed gas or as a cryo-
genic liquid. For the use in an aircraft the cryogenic hydrogen storage allows to almost double the volumetric capacity compared to the storage as a compressed gas. This significantly reduces the mass of the tank (Verstraete 2010).

When stored as a cryogenic liquid the hydrogen is stored in a liquid state at a temperature of around -260 °C at a density of 71 kg/m³ as seen in Figure 3.2. Regarding the hydrogen storage temperature, the tanks themselves need to be insulated to reduce the boil-off of the liquid hydrogen and to keep the stored hydrogen at cryogenic temperatures. The tanks also need to be sealed off from the atmosphere to prevent air from entering. If the air enters the tanks the stored hydrogen will freeze and block the flow lines. The tanks must be kept at a constant pressure usually around $1.45 \cdot 10^5$ to minimize boil-off (Colozza 2002).

![Figure 3.2](image.png)

**Figure 3.2** Storage density of Hydrogen (Wikimedia 2022)

### 3.1.1 Tank Shape and Configuration

As mentioned earlier due to larger volume needed for storing hydrogen the configuration of the fuel tank needs to have an innovative approach as the conventional way of storing the fuel inside the wing is no more suitable.

From the load perspective there are two options: integral and non-integral structures of the airframe. Integral tanks are a structurally integrated part of the airframe and as such it must
resist the loads to which the supporting structure of the aircraft is exposed (Winnefeld 2018). Because the fuel containment system is located inside the fuselage it is also limited in its geometry by the fuselage this can result in decreased efficiency of the hydrogen storage (Khandelwal 2013). Non-integral tanks are subject to the load of their fuel containment. The tanks are located outside the fuselage which causes drag and integration problems (Khandelwal 2013).

Comparing both options, the space inside the fuselage can be better used when installing an integral tank and the ease of maintenance of an integral tank is inferior compared to a non-integral tank (Brewer 1991).

The tank shape itself could be spherical or cylindrical. A spherical tank would have less surface area for a given volume which also results in lesser passive heat flux compared to a cylindrical tank. The cylindrical tank is easier to produce and to integrate in the mostly cylindrical fuselage of the aircraft which results in a better volumetric efficiency (Khandelwal 2013).

Regarding the number of the tanks a single tank offers the lowest weight because the surface of the tank is less than a configuration with more than one tank. Because of the passenger cabin a hydrogen tank can only be installed in front or in aft of the fuselage. The usage of only one tank will result in a change of the point of gravity of the aircraft during operations because of fuel consumption. This could cause difficulties in balancing the plane which would make a larger horizontal and vertical tail necessary. This could also be solved by installing two tanks in front and aft of the passenger cabin (Verstraete 2010).

3.1.2 Tank Wall Material

The material of the tank will face different issues which relate to its usage inside a plane but also due to the storage conditions of the hydrogen. For the use inside a plane weight consideration are important a low density of the material is desired. Due to pressure loading of the high strength, high fracture toughness and high stiffness must be archived to prevent fatigue. But also, the cryogenic storage temperature will make a lot of material getting brittle and some materials are porous to hydrogen. Under these circumstances a tank made of aluminum seems to be the best option as aluminum resists hydrogen embrittlement and features low density and high strength (Verstraete 2010). For future aircraft application the monolithic metals could be replaced by composite materials which offer significant weight savings (Winnefeld 2018).
3.1.3 Tank Insulation

The insulation is necessary to reduce the amount of boil-off from the storage tanks. The boil-off itself occurs when the liquid boils and changes from liquid state into gaseous form. The boil-off is being caused by heat transfer and permeation from the outside. The insulation reduces the thermal conductivity and prevents the air from permeating. Without a proper insulation the use of liquid hydrogen would be impossible (Verstraete 2010).

The insulation could be attached to the outside or the inside of the hydrogen storage tank. If the insulation is located inside the tank it is exposed to liquid hydrogen at cryogenic temperatures. Due to the heat transfer from the outside liquid hydrogen situated at the boundaries turn into gaseous hydrogen and diffuses into the tank wall which results in an increase in thermal conductivity which creates additional heat transfer and therefore boil-off. To prevent this the insulation must be impermeable to gaseous hydrogen. The external insulation is attached to the outside of the tank. Due to the low temperatures needed for cryogenic storage the tank significantly contracts and expands during operations which causes attachment issues as well as thermal leaks. Therefore, the insulation must be impermeable to air to prevent cryo-pumping and also being protected against mechanical damage (Khandelwal 2013).

As a material impermeable to liquid hydrogen is not to be found an external insulation is favorable. To prevent attachment issues the tank must kept in cooled conditions except during maintenance (Verstraete 2010).

Multilayer Insulation

This insulation consists of several alternating layers of a low conductivity spacer and a low emission foil as seen in Figure 3.3. The foil is made of metal and the spacer are of insulating material like glass fiber, polyester etc. This combination function as a thermal radiation shields perpendicular to the direction of the heat flow. The optimal number of layers is around 60 … 100, a further increase in layers will result in additional heat transfer due to conduction (Khandelwal 2013). Another import issue is the degrading performance if the multilayer insulation is operated at pressures higher than 0.001 mbar. This makes a vacuum shielding of the insulation necessary. In the case of a vacuum leak the insulation would lose its thermal insulation which would result in a massive boil-off of the stored hydrogen. This would removing the boiled-off hydrogen necessary to prevent the tank from bursting. A massive loss of propellant would cause an emergency during a flight mission (Verstraete 2010).
Vacuum Insulation

As a vacuum has an extremely low thermal conductivity it could be beneficial for the fuel containment system. This insulation consists of vacuum jacket around the hydrogen storage tank as seen in Figure 3.4. On the inner wall of the vacuum jacket sealing material must be attached to prevent air from entering the tank. This air would freeze inside the tank and eventually blocking the fuel lines. To prevent the jacket from buckling due to the pressure difference between the ambient pressure and the vacuum inside the jacket the wall an outside wall and stiffeners between the inside and outside wall must be implemented. Both drive up the weight of the fuel containment system. Another issue is to attain the vacuum during operations. For this task venting equipment is required at the expense of weight and energy needed (Khandelwal 2013).

Like the multilayer insulation the vacuum also poses a safety concern as a vacuum leak leads to the massive loss of propellant.
Foam Insulation

This insulation consists of a jacket made of foam around the outside wall of the hydrogen storage tank. On the outside of the foam insulation a thin metal-walled enclosure is attached to maintain its integrity and to protect the insulation from external forces (Khandelwal 2013).

There are different foams which differ in the materials and characteristics. The focus on choosing a foam is the weight and the thermal conductivity. The two most promising solutions by now are a rigid closed-cell polymethacrylimide and closed-cell polymethacrylimide. The polyurethane itself offers excellent thermal conductivity and a low density, but it is not thermoformable and due to the open cells cyropumping might be an issue. The rigid closed-cell polymethacrylimide offers a slightly better thermal conductivity at a significantly higher density compared to the open-cell polyurethane, it is thermo-formable and due to the closed cells cyropumping is not an issue (Verstraete 2010).

Compared with the other types of insulation a foam insulation has a higher thermal conductivity which results in a thicker insulation. This is compensated that only single tanks walls are needed as there is no vacuum jacket included. The absence of a vacuum jacket makes the foam insulation immune to the risk of a massive loss of propellant due to a vacuum leak. This makes the foam insulation low cost, lightweight and easy to implement (Verstraete 2010).
3.1.4 Dimensions of the Tank

The volume of the tank can be estimated by the following equation

\[ V_{F,erf} = \frac{m_{F,erf} \cdot (1 + f_{EXV})}{\rho_F} . \]  

(3.1)

As for our task the needed fuel mass is being calculated by the preliminary sizing and by solving the equation above the needed tank volume can be estimated. This calculation also includes an excess volume factor \( f_{EXV} \) of about 7.2% which provides additional space for the boil-off (Colozza 2002). Also, with \( m_{F,erf} \) as the needed fuel mass provided by the worksheet “Preliminary Sizing II” and \( \rho_F \) as the fuel density which will be set at 71 kg/m³.

The length of the cylindric part of the tank can be calculated with the following equation

\[ l_{TANK,CY} = \frac{V_{F,erf} - \frac{4 \cdot \pi \cdot r^3_{TANK}}{3}}{\pi \cdot r^2_{TANK}} . \]  

(3.2)

For this equation, the radius \( r_{TANK} \) of the tank is given by the boundaries of the aircraft’s fuselage. It should be kept in mind, that the thickness of the tank and the insulation adds up to the radius and the length of the tank. The wall thickness of the tank itself is not significant, but according to Verstraete the insulation thickness can be up to 15 cm.

The overall length of the tank can be calculated by the following equation

\[ l_{TANK} = l_{TANK,CY} + 2 \cdot r_{TANK} . \]  

(3.3)

The surface of the tank can be calculated by the following equation:

\[ S_{TANK} = 2 \cdot \pi \cdot r_{TANK} \cdot l_{TANK,CY} + 4 \cdot \pi \cdot r^2_{TANK} . \]  

(3.4)

3.1.5 Weight of the Tank

The final design for the fuel containment system will be an integral spherical tank made from aluminum 2014-T6 insulated with polyurethane foam. The thickness of the insulation is 15 cm.
The weight of the tank and the insulation can be calculated by the following two equations (Seeckt 2010)

\[
\frac{m_{\text{TANK}}}{s_{\text{TANK}}} = 3 \text{ kg/m}^2 \quad (3.5)
\]
\[
\frac{m_{\text{INS}}}{s_{\text{TANK}}} = 5 \text{ kg/m}^2 . \quad (3.6)
\]

### 3.1.6 Hydrogen Fuel System

The purpose of the fuel system is to pump, manage and deliver fuel to from the fuel containment system to the propulsion system. The fuel systems include all the systems which connect with either the fuel containment system or the propulsive system. Therefore, the fuel system consists of fuel pumps, a vent system, insulated fuel supply lines, heat exchangers, fuel quantity gauging equipment, refueling, and defueling systems and a fuel jettison system (Brewer 1991).

#### Boost Pumps

This electronically drive centrifugal pump is located in the bottom of the fuel tank (FAA 2018). It provides a steady flow of fuel and can also be used to transfer fuel between the tanks or to dump fuel. Each tank will have three boost pumps located in a surge box to ensure a sufficient flow of fuel during take-off and to prevent fuel starvation during flight maneuvers with low fuel levels (Brewer 1991).

#### Engine Fuel Delivery Lines

The purpose of these lines is to carry the fuel from the fuel containment system to the propulsion system. The main issue is to insulate the fuel lines to prevent the liquid hydrogen from freezing while flowing through the fuel lines. The insulation would be made from a rigid closed-cell polyurethane foam on the outside of the inner tube which carries the fuel. The inner tube is made of stainless steel (Brewer 1991). A cross feed valve will ensure that each tank is able to provide propellant to the fuel cells (FlyZero 2022b).
**Engine Fuel Control System**

To ensure the proper flow rate of fuel to the propulsion system the whole fuel system has to monitored. For these functions different inputs regarding the propulsion system and fuel containment system have to be collected, processed, and output parameters have to be used to adjust the fuel system (Brewer 1991).

**Fueling and Defueling System**

To refill the liquid hydrogen at the airport using the ground supply systems fueling adapters have to be attached to the fuselage of the aircraft. These could be located at the aft end of the fuselage below the vertical tail. In the case of using two tanks which are located in the front and the aft of the fuselage there has to be a fuel line running from the aft end of the fuselage to the tank in the front of the aircraft. To prevent over pressurization during the refill process a shut-off valve must be included in the system (Brewer 1991).

**Tank Vent and Pressurization System**

As mentioned before regarding the fuel containment system the tank need to be kept at a constant pressure. Every tank needs to have a pressurization and venting system (Brewer 1991).

**Fuel System Weight Prediction**

According to the Cryoplane Project (Westenberger 2003) the weight can be estimated by the following equation

\[
\frac{m_{ATTACH}}{V_{TANK}} = 12 \text{ kg/m}^3 \ . \tag{3.7}
\]

**3.2 Fuel Cell**

Another key component for a zero-emission plane is the fuel cell. The fuel cell is the part of the propulsion system in the chemical energy of a fuel is converted into electrical energy without any combustion. This electricity would provide power to the other components of the propulsion systems and therefore replace the jet engine on conventional planes. This is essential important because even the hydrogen combustion in a modified jet engine would
eliminate CO2, CO, SOX but not NOX and water vapor emission, which makes this option zero-carbon, but not zero-emission. The use of a fuel cell combined with an electric propulsion would eliminate all CO2, NOX, SOX, CO, HC, and soot emissions. The use of a fuel cell in a hydrogen-electric powertrain also offers an increase of efficiency of 20% ... 40% compared to a hydrogen-combustion powertrain due to the more efficient energy conversion (Thomson 2021).

The electric based propulsion also benefits to the trend of the substitution of pneumatic and hydraulic systems by electric powered systems as seen in the last generation of airliners, which offers reduction in weight and enhanced reliability (Renouard 2012).

Another advantage of a fuel is the absence of moving parts, which makes it very dependable and therefore ideal for long-lasting systems. The fuel cell also itself emits no noises. Compared to a battery the fuel has a higher energy density, which makes it more efficient at larger sizes, and is quicker refueled while the battery needs to be recharged (Dicks 2018).

The volumetric power density is inferior to those of a combustion engine. The fuel itself poses issues regard to availability, storage and the lower volumetric power density compared to other types of fuel like gasoline. (O’Hayre 2016)

### 3.2.1 Basis Operating Principle of a Fuel Cell

A fuel cell is an electrochemical cell that converts the chemical energy of a fuel as in put into electricity as output (O’Hayre 2016). The fuel cell consists of an anode, a cathode, and an electrolyte. There are several types of fuel cells which vary on the sort of the electrolyte. The reaction inside the fuel cell will be explained at the example of a phosphoric acid fuel cell, which was the first type of a fuel cell to commercialized and is widely used today. The electrolyte highly concentrated or pure liquid phosphoric acid ($H_3PO_4$) saturated in a silicon carbide matrix. The electrodes are made of carbon paper coated with dispersed platinum catalyst.

At the anode hydrogen is oxidized and releases electrons and heat and creates $H^+$Ions.

\[
2 \, H_2 \rightarrow 4 \, H^+ + 4 \, e^-
\]

At the cathode oxygen with electrons from the electrode and $H^+$ ions from the electrolyte creates into water (Dicks 2018).

\[
O_2 + 4 \, e^- + 4 \, H^- \rightarrow 2 \, H_2O
\]
The electrons are forced due to spatial separation to flow through an external circuit in which electric current is produced. This spatial separation is being done by the electrolyte which allows the flow of the ions, but not of electrons (O’Hayre 2016). The basic principle of a fuel cell can be seen in Figure 3.6.

![Electrode reactions and charge flow for fuel cell with an acid electrolyte](image)

**Figure 3.6** Electrode reactions and charge flow for fuel cell with an acid electrolyte (Dicks 2018)

### 3.2.2 Types of Fuel Cells

The several types of fuel cell can be distinguished primarily by the electrolyte that is being used and secondly by the operating temperature. The several types of fuel cells and their characteristics can be seen in Table 3.1 and 3.2.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3.1</th>
<th>Comparison by electrolyte of fuel cell types (O’Hayre 2016)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fuel Cell Type</td>
<td>Electrolyte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proton-exchange membrane (PEMFC)</td>
<td>Polymer electrolyte membrane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alkaline (AFC)</td>
<td>Aqueous alkaline solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphoric acid (PAFC)</td>
<td>Immobilized liquid phosphorus acid in SiC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molten carbonate (MCFC)</td>
<td>Immobilized liquid molten Carbonate in ( LiAlO_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid oxide (SOFC)</td>
<td>Ceramic ionic conduction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3.2</th>
<th>Comparison by operating temperature of fuel cell types (Dicks 2018)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fuel Cell Type</td>
<td>Temperature (°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proton-exchange membrane (PEMFC)</td>
<td>50 ... 100 125 ... 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alkaline (AFC)</td>
<td>65 ... 220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphoric acid (PAFC)</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molten carbonate (MCFC)</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid oxide (SOFC)</td>
<td>600 ... 1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC)

This fuel cell is also known as Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell. It is the most successful commercially by now (Dicks 2018). By now all major car companies focusing almost their entirely development efforts on this type of fuel cell.

This fuel cell consists of a proton conducting polymer electrolyte membrane. It is coated on either side with a thin layer of platinum-based catalyst and porous carbon electrode support material. Therefore, the anode and cathode reactions are
\begin{align*}
\text{Anode: } & \quad H_2 \rightarrow 2H^+ + 2\ e^- \\
\text{Cathode: } & \quad \frac{1}{2}O_2 + 2\ H^+ + 2e^- \rightarrow H_2O
\end{align*}

The operating temperature of this fuel cell depends on the membrane used. In most cases a polymer membrane is used, which must be hydrated with liquid water to maintain adequate conductivity. In this case the operating temperature is limited to 90 °C. There are also high temperature PEMFC in which polybenzimidazole (PBI) is used as membrane. In both cases the relatively low reaction temperature requires a sophisticated catalyst and electrode. This makes the use of platinum as catalyst necessary. The platinum catalyst itself is prone to carbon monoxide and sulfur poising. To prevent this only pure hydrogen as fuel could be used. During operation water will be produced at the cathode (O’Hayre 2016). The basic operation principle of this fuel cell can be seen in Figure 3.7.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{ PEMFC_schematic.png}
\caption{Schematic of a PEMFC (O’Hayre 2016)}
\end{figure}

The amount of water in the fuel is critical to the efficiency of the fuel cell. The water is needed to in the polymer electrolyte to maintain high proton conductivity. While excess water is produced at the cathode this may lead to flooding of the fuel cell. If the membranes are not correctly humidified the proton conductivity decreases and therefore the resistance of the fuel cell increases which leads to efficiency losses. To prevent this a water management of the fuel cell is needed (Spiegel 2017). The water movement inside the fuel cell can be seen in Figure 3.8.
The advantages of this type of fuel cell are
• very high power density,
• good start-stop capabilities,
• low operation temperature.

The disadvantages of this type of fuel cell are
• expensive Materials,
• water management is required,
• poor CO and S tolerance.

Figure 3.8  Schematic of the water movement of a PEMFC (Dicks 2018)
Alkaline Fuel Cell (AFC)

This type of fuel cell has been used in the Apollo and Space Shuttle program (Dicks 2018). This fuel cell employs an aqueous potassium hydroxide electrolyte.

\[
\text{Anode: } H_2 + 2OH^- \rightarrow 2H_2O + 2e^-
\]
\[
\text{Cathode: } \frac{1}{2}O_2 + 2e^- + H_2O \rightarrow 2OH^-
\]

During its operation water is produced and must be removed. Otherwise, the electrolyte will be diluting and therefore the performance of the fuel cells degrades. The AFC requires pure hydrogen and oxygen during operations because it is prone to poising by carbon dioxide. Even atmospheric levels of carbon dioxide will reduce the electrolyte conductivity. This makes these fuel cells unsuitable for terrestrial conditions (O’Hayre 2016). The operating principle can be seen in Figure 3.9.

![Figure 3.9 Schematic of a AFC (O'Hayre 2016)](image)

The advantages are

• improved cathode performance,
• inexpensive materials.

The disadvantages are

• needs pure \( H_2, O_2 \) as fuel,
• electrolyte needs replenishment,
• water management required.
Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell (PAFC)

This was the first type of fuel cell to be commercialized and see widespread terrestrial use since the 1980s (Dicks 2018).

This fuel cell consists of a liquid phosphoric acid in a thin SiC matrix between two porous graphite electrodes coated with a platinum catalyst. Hydrogen is used as the fuel while air is being used as oxidant.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Anode: } & H_2 \rightarrow 2H^+ + 2 e^- \\
\text{Cathode: } & \frac{1}{2} O_2 + 2 H^+ + 2e^- \rightarrow H_2O
\end{align*}
\]

Due to the electrolyte the operating temperature must be in the range of 42 °C … 210 °C with optimal performance between 180 °C … 210 °C. During the operation, the electrolyte must be constantly replenished due to evaporation. It shares the need of pure hydrogen as fuel for the same reasons as the PEMFC (O’Hayre 2016). The basic operating principle can be seen in Figure 3.10.

![Schematic of a PAFC](image)

**Figure 3.10**  Schematic of a PAFC (O’Hayre 2016)
The advantages of this type of fuel cell are
• proven technology,
• excellent reliability,
• unexpensive electrolyte.

The disadvantages are
• expensive catalyst,
• prone to CO and S poisoning,
• replenishment of electrolyte,
• corrosive electrolyte.

**Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell (MCFC)**

This fuel cell uses an electrolyte composed of a molten mixture of alkali carbonates suspended in a porous, chemically inverted ceramic matrix. The electrodes are nickel based.

\[
\text{Anode: } H_2 + 2 CO_3^{2-} \rightarrow CO_2 + H_2O + 2 e^- \\
\text{Cathode: } \frac{1}{2} O_2 + CO_2 + 2e^- \rightarrow CO_3^{2-}
\]

This type of fuel cell requires carbon dioxide to be fed to the cathode. Its high operating temperature results in a good reaction rate and an inexpensive catalyst can be used. The electrolyte is prone to stresses by freeze-thaw cycles which occur when the system is powered off or on. In result this type of fuel cell is unsuitable for mobile applications (O’Hayre 2016). The basic operating principle can be seen in Figure 3.11.

The advantages of this type of fuel cell are
• inexpensive catalyst,
• useable waste heat for cogeneration applications,
• fuel flexibility.

The disadvantages are
• expensive materials for electrodes,
• corrosive electrolyte,
• degradation resulting in lifetime issues.
This fuel cell uses a solid ceramic electrolyte. The material for the anode is nickel mixed with ceramic while the cathode is made of ceramic material.

\[
\text{Anode: } H_2 + O^{2-} \rightarrow H_2O + 2 \, e^- \\
\text{Cathode: } \frac{1}{2}O_2 + 2\, e^- \rightarrow O^{2-}
\]

The SOFC is operating at high temperature, which makes it efficient and produces useable waste heat. But the high temperature causes high material requirements and reliability issues (O’Hayre 2016). The basic operating principle can be seen in Figure 3.12.

The advantages of this type of fuel cell are
- fuel flexibility,
- usable waste heat,
- high power density.

The disadvantages are
- high temperature material issues,
- expensive components.
3.2.3 Implementation of the Fuel Cell

Considering the advantages and disadvantages of the different types of fuel cells there are only two types of fuel cells which could be considered for the use as part of the aircraft propulsion system. These are the PEMFC and the SOFC. A comparison of both types is shown in the Table 3.3.

The PEMFC offers the highest power density and a relatively low operating temperature combined with better start-up times. The main drawback is the need for a water management system. The SOFC offers a better fuel flexibility, but the higher operating temperature poses significant problems in material and sealing issues. Also due to the high operating temperature of the SOFC the cooling will be more of an issue compared to the PEMFC.

Due to inferior start-up times and power density, the PEMFC is selected for aviation applications (FlyZero 2022e).
### Table 3.3: Comparison between PEMFC and SOFC (FlyZero 2022e)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>PEM fuel cell</th>
<th>SOFC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operating temperature</td>
<td>50 °C ... 100 °C</td>
<td>500 °C ... 1000 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical stack size</td>
<td>1 kW ... 100 kW</td>
<td>1 kW ... 2 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravimetric power density</td>
<td>System: 0.5 kW/kg ... 1.5 kW/kg</td>
<td>System: 0.02 kW/kg ... 0.25 kW/Kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stack: 3 kW/kg ... 5 kW/kg</td>
<td>Stack 0.17 kW/kg ... 0.47 kW/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volumetric power density</td>
<td>System: 0.2 kW/l ... 0.4 kW/l</td>
<td>System: 0.1 kW/l ... 0.25 kW/l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stack: 3 kW/l ... 5.5 kW/l</td>
<td>Stack: 1 kW/l ... 1.2 kW/l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel</td>
<td>H₂</td>
<td>H₂ + reformed hydrocarbons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste products</td>
<td>Water and heat</td>
<td>Water and heat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications</td>
<td>Portable power, transportation, backup power, distributed generation</td>
<td>Electric utility, auxiliary power, large-scale distributed generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start-up</td>
<td>Fast (10s of seconds)</td>
<td>15 ... 30 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.2.4 Weight of the Fuel Cell

To estimate the weight of the fuel cell the needed power during the most power crucial part of the flight should be used. This is take-off power which is provided by the Preliminary Sizing. In a first step the weight can be calculated with the following equation

\[ m_{fc} = \frac{P_{STO}}{\Phi_{fc}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.8)

The specific power of a PEMFC \( \Phi_{fc} \) can be estimated at 1.6 kW/kg for current technology and 8 kW/kg for future technology (Kadyk 2018).

#### 3.2.5 Oversizing of the Fuel Cell

Besides the power density of the fuel cells the efficiency is crucial for aircraft design as the efficiency determines the weight of the fuel needed. The efficiency of a fuel cell can be optimized by operating at partial load or oversizing the fuel cells. A slightly oversized fuel cell is always preferable (Kadyk 2018). According to FlyZero 2022e the oversizing factor is set to
18\% which offers increased propulsion system efficiency while being weight neutral due to the impact on the thermal management system.

### 3.3 Balance of Plant

The balance of plant as seen in Figure 3.13 includes all subsystems that support the operation of the fuel cell in an aerospace environment. This includes (FlyZero 2022f):

- the heat rejection system,
- the air supply system,
- the fuel conditioning system,
- the heat exchanger system,
- the water management system.

![Figure 3.13 Balance of plant of a fuel cell propulsion system (FlyZero 2022f)](image-url)
3.3.1 Heat Rejection System

As low temperature PEM fuel cells have been chosen as part of the powertrain their requirement for a proper temperature control and heat management must be assessed. Their optimal operating temperature is about 80 °C (FlyZero 2022e).

As a fuel cell is about 30% ... 60% electrically efficient and the remaining energy is emitted as heat without removing of the excess heat the fuel cell can overheat. This results in the rising of thermal gradients which have a negative effect on the performance and decrease the durability of the fuel cell (O’Hayre 2016).

There are different methods of cooling available. For application up to 2 kW air cooling is possible, above 5 kW liquid cooling is necessary (Dicks 2018).

The basic method of liquid cooling is to pump coolant through the cooling channels of the bipolar plate. The coolant absorbs the heat within the fuel cell stacks and then emits the heat with the help of a radiator or heat exchanger. The coolant is now pumped back to repeat the cooling loop (Dicks 2018).

While in liquid cooling the coolant stay in liquid stage all the time another possibility is to evaporate the coolant. In this method the coolant evaporates, and the energy required to evaporate the coolant is absorbed by the coolant (FlyZero 2022e).

As the fuel cells the subsystems must designed to the peak power demand. When it comes to the cooling the dimensions of the cooling system have to consider a take-off during hot day ambient conditions (ISA+40). In this case the liquid cooling method would only offer a temperature difference between the ambient air and the fuel cell stack of less than 25 °C which would result in a large heat transfer area and therefore an increase in weight and drag of the system. The vapor compression cycle would offer an increase of the heat rejection temperature to about 100 °C which makes it superior in mass and induced drag. The vapor compression cycle uses R1233zd as coolant, which offers thermodynamic properties for the vapor compression cycle (Zulawski 2021).
Figure 3.14  Fuel Cell cooling methods depending on stack power (FlyZero 2022e)

Figure 3.15  Vapor pressure curve R1233 (Eyerer 2019)
The main phases with their pressures and temperatures of the vapor compression cycle as shown in Figure 3.16 are (FlyZero 2022f):

- compression of superheated vapor (point 1 to 2),
  - compressor inlet,
    - pressure < 3 bar,
    - temperature ~ 67 °C,
- condensation of refrigerant plus further subcooling (point 2 to 3),
  - condenser inlet,
    - pressure ~ 11 bar,
    - temperature ~ 107 °C (with main isothermal heat rejection ~ 100 °C),
- expansion of refrigerant through isenthalpic vale (point 3 to 4),
  - valve inlet,
    - pressure < 11 bar,
    - temperature ~ 62 °C (subcooled liquid),
- evaporation process takes place through fuel cell stack (point 4 to 1),
  - evaporator inlet,
    - pressure ~ 3 bar,
    - temperature ~ 57 °C.

**Figure 3.16** T-S Diagram of vapor compression cycle (FlyZero 2022f)
3.3.2 Air Supply System

This system provides the fuel cell with the right amount of air to ensure the performance of the fuel cells. It also regulates the pressure, temperature, cleanliness, and humidity of the air to meet the requirements of the fuel cell. The air supply system includes heating, cooling, humidification, and filtering devices (Zulawski 2021).

The air fed to the fuel cell stack needs to be compressed to meet the requirements of the fuel stacks. When the air is being compressed it is getting warmer and the temperature is exceeding the operational temperature of the fuel cells. This results in the need to cool the ambient air before it enters the compressor. The low temperatures of the hydrogen fuel feed will be used as a heat sink for the compressed air via using the energy inside the refrigerant cycle of the vapor compression cycle. This also increases the temperature of the hydrogen propellant which must delivered at operating temperature to the fuel cells. Therefore, the objective of the air pre-cooler heat exchange sizing is to maximize the heat extracted from the air stream and to minimize the temperature of the air feed before it enters the air compressor. It also must be noted that the temperature of the air entering the compressor must be above 0 °C to avoid the frosting of atmospheric moisture. Due to the high air mass flow rates a spiral involute architecture is selected. (FlyZero 2022f).

3.3.3 Fuel Conditioning System

This system must ensure that the fuel cell is provided with fuel of the right amount, pressure, and temperature (FlyZero 2022e).

The liquid hydrogen is stored at cryogenic temperature (-253 °C) and must be supplied to the fuel cell at its operating temperature. Using the propellant at this temperature would cause the freezing of other fluids inside the fuel cell resulting in excessive thermal gradients and eventually the fuel cell would become inoperable. The liquid hydrogen can be heated with two different heat sources (FlyZero 2022e):
• by consuming the heat of the air which is fed to the fuel cells. This is especially critical during take-off with hot day ambient conditions,
• via heat exchanger with the coolant from the vapor compression cycle.
3.3.4 Heat Exchanger System

The purpose of this system is to dissipate the heat being produced during the operation of the fuel cells. This can be done by either emitting the heat to the ambient air or putting the heat to practical use in form of providing energy to other systems of the aircraft (Dicks 2018).

There are two types of radiators which can be used to dissipate the heat to the ambient air (Stroman 2010):
- surface radiators,
- compact heat exchanger.

The surface radiator as seen in Figure 3.18 uses existing aircraft surfaces for the heat transfer. The main motivation is the low aerodynamic drag and low weight added to the aircraft compared to a conventional cooling method based on a heat exchanger (Kellerman 2019).

While conventional methods require additional equipment that add drag and weight the surface cooling method only consists of a flat panel which is attached to the surface of the aircraft. While the aircraft is moving the air flows over the surface radiator which emits heat to ambient air (Stroman 2010).

**Figure 3.17** Details of fuel cell air pre-cooling and hydrogen pre-conditioning (FlyZero 2022f)
A surface radiator may also be beneficial in reducing drag by emitting heat into the aircraft’s boundary layer. This effect of reducing skin friction drag is only present in fully turbulent flow regions. If the heat is dissipated in a laminar flow region this results in an increase in skin friction. This also reduces the useable surface area where heat can be dissipated (Kellerman 2019).

This conclusion is critical in combination with the findings of another study in which the cooling potential of both surface and heat exchanger cooling solutions have been evaluated. It was noted that the heat transfer coefficient of the surface radiators was unsuitable for aviation use. The surface area that would have been necessary for cooling was above the aircraft’s surface (Stroman 2010).

The compact heat exchanger as seen in Figure 3.19 mainly differentiates to surface radiators is the direction of the airflow which is perpendicular to the radiator area with air ducted through the heat exchanger. This type aims at high efficiency and durability instead of the low aerodynamic drag of the surface radiator (Stroman 2010).

As the method of cooling the fuel cell is a vapor compression cycle which bases on the evaporation of the coolant there is a need for a condenser. After the coolant is evaporated it is necessary to condensate the coolant to repeat the cooling loop. The condensation is done inside the condensers which will emit the energy of the coolant to the ambient air. The condensers must be sized to the conditions of peak power demand during take-off and ISA+40 ambient temperatures (FlyZero 2022f).
The condensers could be housed inside the fuselage, inside the wings or wing mounted. Due to the large heat exchanger dimension the wing mounted configurations is preferable (Kozulovic 2020). An example for such a wing mounted shown in the Figure 3.20.

![Wing mounted radiator (Hoerner 1965)](image)

The type of installation has been chosen in FlyZero’s Regional Aircraft concept is to house the condensers inside the nacelle of the propulsion system with an array of microtubes perpendicular to the air flow. This configuration is shown in Figure 3.21. Because the heat exchangers would be housed behind the propeller blades, they would benefit from the additional dynamic head from the blades (FlyZero 2022f) as shown in Figure 3.22.
Figure 3.21  Condensers behind the propeller (FlyZero 2022f)

Figure 3.22  Installation of the condenser (light blue) inside the nacelle (FlyZero 2022f)

Additionally, these heat exchangers could be optimized with a variable inlet to adjust the air flow to different stages of a flight mission as shown in Figure 3.23. During peak power demand there is a need for higher flow rate of air compared to cruise flight. With a variable inlet the aerodynamical drag could reduce significantly (FlyZero 2022f).
3.3.5 Water Management System

During the operation of a fuel cell water is constantly produced proportional to the power output as shown in Figure 3.24.
Figure 3.24  Estimation of water production of the fuel cell (FlyZero 2022e)

Emitting this water into the atmosphere may form contrails which can form ice crystals and contrails at high altitude that may block outward infrared radiation. This can contribute to the global warming. To prevent this contrail management should be included.

The first option would be to store the water being produced during the flight to dispose the water at the airport after the plane has landed. Considering that 1 kg of hydrogen consumed would result in 8.94 kg of water (Scholz 2022). Given a propulsive demand of about 14 MW for a narrowbody plane during cruise flight this would result in 2.1 kg/s or 7500 kg of water being produced per hour (FlyZero 2022e). This additional weight could compromise the fuel economy and the total mass capacity of the plane. Therefore, this option is unacceptable.

The next option would be to continuously release the water after being produced. This option would benefit the weight of the plane by reducing the weight carried and making additional equipment for water storage unnecessary. But it would also take away the possibilities to manage the water disposal. As mentioned earlier at least for the phase of take-off and initial climb water storage must be installed to prevent the runway from getting sprayed with the exhaust water. This would result in reduced runway friction.

The third option would be to store a certain amount of water onboard the aircraft and to release it at certain conditions during the flight (FlyZero 2022e).

These conditions can be identified if the basic process behind the formation of contrails is kept in mind. Contrails form during the mixing of two air masses, one the exhaust gases which are warm and moist and the ambient air which is colder and drier. This mixing can result in a supersaturated state and droplets can form, which may freeze if the ambient air is sufficiently cold. This result in a contrail formation threshold temperature. This spontaneous
freezing limit for small droplets is around -38 °C and if the ambient air is warmer the droplets remain liquid. This results in a contrail formation at cruise flight altitudes, but these contrails are only persistent within ice supersaturated air. Most of the contrails formed by a fuel cell aircraft should be not persistent which makes them without impact on the climate (Gierens 2021).

Another study implies that the effect of water to global warming emitted into the atmosphere decreases by decreasing the cruise altitude by avoiding the formation of contrails (Svensson 2004).

Another option of releasing the water during the flight would be to freeze the wastewater before it is emitted to the atmosphere. This system would prevent the creation of contrails completely.

When the water is frozen the ice cubes were discarded into the atmosphere. The ice cubes will melt before hitting the ground. The entire process should be monitored in regards of the ambient weather conditions to determine the size of the ice cubes and due to safety issues to prevent damage to other planes when dropping the ice cubes (Fuhs 2016).

The wastewater leaves the fuel cell at a temperature of about 80 °C. To meet the requirement of the ice machine the water must be precooled. The power needed to cool the water to meet this requirement is calculated by

\[ P_{WWC} = c_{p, water} \cdot \dot{m}_{WW} \cdot (T_{WW} - 273,15 \text{ K}) \].  

(3.9)

With the specific heat capacity of water \( c_{p, water} \) set at 4.2 kJ/kg/K, the mass flow of wastewater \( \dot{m}_{WW} \) according to assumption of a narrowbody aircraft set at 2.1 kg/s and the needed cooling temperature which is the temperature difference between the wastewater temperature \( T_{WW} \) and the freezing point. This results in a needed power \( P_{pwc} \) of 705.6 kW.

After being precooled the water enters the ice machine to be frozen. The power needed to freeze the water is calculated by

\[ P_{WWF} = \Delta H_{v, water} \cdot \dot{m}_{WW} \].  

(3.10)

With the latent heat vaporization of water \( \Delta H_{v, water} \) of 334 kJ/kg. This results in an additional needed power \( P_{WWF} \) of 701.4 kW.

Now the power for the whole process of producing ice cubes can be calculated by

\[ P_{WWD} = P_{WWC} + P_{WWF} \].  

(3.11)
This results in the total power needed of 1407 kW for the cooling and the freezing of the wastewater which is produced by the fuel cells. It has to be noted, that this method also takes the possibility away to discard waste heat with releasing warm water to the ambient air.

Due to the task of producing ice cubes an industrial ice cube maker is needed. According to Icemac 2023 such an ice machine can make up to 3000 kg of ice in 24 h. This machine has a mass of 700 kg and takes 3,808 m³ of space. Considering the amount of ice produced by the fuel cells of about 7500 kg/h this would result in an ice machine with a mass of 42000 kg and a required space of 228,48 m³. This would increase the operating empty weight of the aircraft significantly and also exceeds the cargo capacity of any narrowbody aircraft.

![Figure 3.25](image) Hydrogen-electric powertrain with an ice machine (Fuhs 2016)

### 3.3.6 Mass Budget for the Thermal Management System

This mass budget has been made by FlyZero to address the mass estimates of different components of the thermal management system of the regional plane concept. This concept featured a heat rejection of 5.1 MW at peak power demand during conditions ISA+40. The mass budget of the thermal management system except the water management system is shown in Table 3.4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Subsystem</th>
<th>Total mass [kg]</th>
<th>Rejected heat/ weight [kW/kg]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Condensers</td>
<td>Fuel cell stack cooling</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refrigerant compressors</td>
<td>Fuel cell stack cooling</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressor electric motors</td>
<td>Fuel cell stack cooling</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>47.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refrigerant tanks</td>
<td>Fuel cell stack cooling</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refrigerant and pipes</td>
<td>Fuel cell stack cooling</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>53.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen-Refrigerant pre-conditioning heat exchangers</td>
<td>Fuel cell stack cooling</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>56.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expansion valves</td>
<td>Fuel cell stack cooling</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total mass fuel cell Thermal management system</td>
<td></td>
<td>988</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air pre-cooler ambient air heat exchanger</td>
<td>Air system cooling</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>54.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air pre-cooler hydrogen heat exchanger</td>
<td>Air system cooling</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>137.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coolant pumps</td>
<td>Air system cooling</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>68.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coolant tanks</td>
<td>Air systems cooling</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>137.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipes and coolant</td>
<td>Air system cooling</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total mass air system thermal management system</td>
<td>Air system cooling</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total mass thermal management system</td>
<td></td>
<td>1259</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The schematics of the thermal management system is shown in Figure 3.26.
3.4 Electric Propulsion and Thrust Devices

The final part of the hydrogen-electric powertrain is the electric propulsion system. This system is provided with electric energy by the fuel cells which is converted into shaft power. The shaft power is being transferred to a thrust device which generates the propulsive thrust. The schematic of the electric propulsion system including the thrust devices can be seen in Figure 3.27.

3.4.1 DC/DC Convertor

Theses converters are used to manage the voltage from the fuel stack to fit the needs of the electric motor. This is necessary due to the voltage drop of the fuel cell when the power produced by the fuel cell increases (FlyZero 2022g).
These converters are a major contributor to the weight of the electric propulsion with a specific weight of 19 kW/kg … 26 kW/kg (Jansen 2017) and an efficiency of 0.975 (Gesell 2012).

![Schematic of the electric propulsion](image)

**Figure 3.27**  Schematic of the electric propulsion (FlyZero 2022b)

### 3.4.2 Invertor and Distribution

These devices are the parts of the power electronics which are used for the power conversion and power distribution. The DC power is converted into AC current, and the rotation speed of the motor is controlled (FlyZero 2022f).

By now the power electronics features a power density of 14.3 kW/kg with an efficiency of 0.975 (Gesell 2018).

### 3.4.3 Electric Motor

The electric motor converts the electrical power into shaft power. It should be lightweight and highly efficient. Therefore, permanent magnet motors which run at about 15000 rpm are selected (FlyZero 2022f).

The power-to-weight ratio is about 5.2 kW/kg … 9.5 kW/kg (Gesell 2018) and will be around 10 kW/kg in the near future (Kadyk 2018). The efficiency of the electric motor will be estimated at 0.95 (Hepperle 2012). The specific power of various electric motors in comparison to internal combustion engines can be seen in Figure 3.28.
3.4.4 Gearbox

The gearbox is necessary to adjust the output revolution per minute of the electric motor to the required value of the thrust device.

Its weight in lb \( m_{gb} \) will be calculated by the following equation (Teeuwen 2017)

\[
m_{gb} = 95.7634 \cdot N_{rotor}^{0.38553} \cdot P_{D_{\text{Slimit}}}^{0.78137} \cdot \frac{\omega_{\text{eng}}^{0.09899}}{\omega_{rotor}^{0.80686}}. \tag{3.12}
\]

With \( P_{D_{\text{Slimit}}} \) as the drive system power limit which is the required take-off power in hp, \( N_{rotor} \) representing the number of rotors, and the rotation speed of the electric engine \( \omega_{\text{eng}} \) and the rotation speed of the rotor \( \omega_{rotor} \) both in rpm. The efficiency of the gearbox will be estimated at 0.98 (Hepperle 2012).

3.4.5 Propeller

The propeller has chosen as the thrust device due to the high efficiency during take-off which is identified as the phase of peak power demand. A high efficiency during this phase helps to significantly lower the weight of the hydrogen-electric powertrain (FlyZero 2022h).
The drawback of the propeller is its inferior efficiency at higher cruise speeds compared to other thrust devices. This results in longer flight times due to the lower cruise speed of the propeller.

The weight of the propeller in kg $m_{prop}$ can be calculated with the following equation

$$m_{prop} = 1.1 \cdot (D_p \cdot P_{max} \cdot \sqrt{B})^{0.52}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.13)

With $D_p$ as the propeller diameter in m, $P_{max}$ as the maximum propulsion power in kW and $B$ as the number of propeller blades (Teeuwen 2017).
4 Fundamentals of the Preliminary Sizing

The stage of preliminary sizing is one of the most important stages during the process of designing a new aircraft. The stage itself follows the Method introduced by Loftin pictured in Figure 4.1.

![Diagram of the preliminary sizing process](image)

**Figure 4.1** The preliminary sizing process (Scholz 2015)

The method is divided into topics that relate to different flight phases: landing, takeoff, second segment, missed approach, and cruise. The different values of those flight phases attribute to the matching chart. This chart leads to the final step in which the maximum takeoff mass is calculated.

4.1 Landing

For the analysis of the landing distance, it is necessary to consider the regulation found in CS 25. A plane is allowed to land if the landing distance divided by a safety factor is shorter than the landing field length. This safety factor is 0.7 as the factor for propeller planes is being used. The landing field length is described in Figure 4.2.
In a first step the relation of the approach speed $V_{APP}$ and the landing field length $S_{LFL}$ is defined as

$$V_{APP} = k_{APP} \sqrt{S_{LFL}}.$$

(4.1)

With the Factor $k_{APP}$.

To evaluate the wing loading at maximum landing mass $\frac{m_{MTO}}{S_W}$ conditions at sea-level with the relative density $\sigma$ set at 1 will be estimated. The approach speed or the landing field length must be known as well as the maximum lift coefficient $C_{L,max,L}$.

$$\frac{m_{ML}}{S_W} = k_L \cdot (\sigma \cdot S_{LFL} \cdot C_{L,max,L}).$$

(4.2)

With the Factor $k_L$ set at 0.137 kg/m³.

Finally, the wing loading can be calculated with the following equation

$$\frac{m_{MTO}}{S_W} = \frac{m_{ML}/S_W}{m_{ML}/m_{MTO}}.$$

(4.3)

With the mass ratio of landing and take-off $m_{ML}/m_{MTO}$. 

Figure 4.2 Definition of the landing field length (Scholz 2015)
4.2 Take-off

For the analysis of the take-off distance the regulations found in CS-25 apply. The take-off field length is defined as 115% of the distance the plane needs to fly over an obstacle of 35 feet. In case of a failed engine there are two options. If the engine fails before the plane reaches the decision speed the pilot must abort the take-off. The distance to stop the aircraft is called the accelerated stop distance. If the engine fails after the decision speed the take-off must be proceeded. This distance is called the toke-off distance one engine inoperative. The distance which is larger becomes the balanced field length. The balanced field length is shown in Figure 4.3.

![Figure 4.3 Definition of the balanced field length (Scholz 2015)](image)

The power-to-weight-ratio is defined as

\[
\frac{P_{S,TO}}{m_{MTO}} = k_{TO} \cdot 1.2 \cdot g \cdot \frac{V_{S,1}}{S_{TOFL} \cdot \sigma \cdot C_{L,max,TO} \cdot \eta_{P,TO} \cdot \sqrt{2}}.
\]  

(4.4)

The maximum lift coefficient during take-off \(C_{L,max;TO}\) is derived from statistics or can be estimated with

\[
C_{L,max;TO} = 0.8 \cdot C_{L,max,L}.
\]  

(4.5)

With the stall speed during landing

\[
V_{S,0} = \frac{V_{APP}}{1.23}.
\]  

(4.6)

The stall speed \(V_{S,1}\) during take-off can be calculated with the following equation

\[
V_{S,1} = \frac{C_{L,max,L}}{C_{L,max;TO}} \cdot V_{S,0}.
\]  

(4.7)
With $k_{TO}$ as a factor set at 2.25 m$^3$/kg, $S_{TOFL}$ as the take-off field length in m and $\eta_{P,TO}$ as the propeller efficiency during take-off.

### 4.3 Climb Rate during Second Segment

The flight phases following the take-off are shown in Figure 4.4. During the climb phase the power of the remaining engines must be sufficient to overcome the drag and a portion of the weight of the plane. The plane is still in take-off condition and one engine is inoperable while the other engines are at maximum power.

The lift coefficient during take-off is

$$C_{L,TO} = \frac{C_{L,max,TO}}{1.2^2}.$$  \hfill (4.8)

The lift-to-drag ratio can be calculated with

$$E_{TO} = \frac{C_{L,TO}}{C_{D,p} + \frac{C_{L,TO}^2}{\pi \cdot A \cdot e}}$$  \hfill (4.9)

with an Oswald factor $e$ of 0.7 due to the take-off configuration and the aspect ratio $A$. The profile drag coefficient $C_{D,p}$ depends on the zero-lift drag, the drag caused by the high lift system and the drag of the landing gear.

$$C_{D,p} = C_{D,0} + \Delta C_{D,flap} + \Delta C_{D,stat} + \Delta C_{D,gear}$$  \hfill (4.10)
with
\[
\Delta C_{D,\text{flap}} = 0.05 \cdot C_{L,TO} - 0.055 .
\] (4.11)

According to Loftin 1980 \( C_{D,0} \) can be set to 0.02 for a normal passenger aircraft, \( \Delta C_{D,\text{slat}} \) is neglectable and \( \Delta C_{D,\text{gear}} \) is zero due to the landing gear being retracted.

The power-to-weight ratio in the second segment by adapting the condition of engine failure is calculated by
\[
\frac{P_{S,TO}}{m_{MTO}} = \left(\frac{n_e}{n_e - 1}\right) \cdot \left(\frac{1}{E_{TO}} + \sin \gamma\right) \cdot \left(\frac{V_2 \cdot g}{\eta_{P,2nd}}\right). 
\] (4.12)

With \( n_e \) as the number of engines, \( \sin \gamma \) as the climb gradient during the second segment and \( \eta_{P,2nd} \) as the propeller efficiency during the second segment.

The take-off speed \( V_2 \) is defined as
\[
V_2 = 1.2 \cdot V_{S,1} .
\] (4.13)

The climb of gradient is given by EASA 2021 dependent on the number of engines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.1</th>
<th>Gradient of climb during second segment (EASA 2021)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Engines</td>
<td>Gradient of Climb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.4 Climb Rate during Missed Approach

In this phase the aircraft is in the process of the final approach before landing. Due to various circumstances the decision is made to abort the landing. The engines are set to take-off thrust and the plane climbs to make a new landing approach. The aircraft is still in landing configuration with the flaps in landing positions which causes considerable drag. The landing gear is still extended according to FAR 25 but not to CS 25.
The maximum lift coefficient is determined by the maximum lift coefficient in landing

\[ C_{L,L} = \frac{C_{L,max,L}}{1.3^2} \quad (4.14) \]

While the aircraft is still in landing configuration the lift-to-drag-ratio is to be calculated. An Oswald factor \( e \) of 0.7 is used due to the landing configuration.

\[ E_L = \frac{C_{L,L}}{C_{D,p} + \frac{C_{L,L}^2}{\pi \cdot A \cdot e}} \quad (4.15) \]

Like in the second segment the profile drag is calculated by

\[ C_{D,p} = C_{D,0} + \Delta C_{D,flap} + \Delta C_{D,stat} + \Delta C_{D,gear} \quad (4.16) \]

with

\[ \Delta C_{D,flap} = 0.05 \cdot C_{L,TO} - 0.055 \quad (4.17) \]

According to Loftin 1980 \( C_{D,0} \) can be set to 0.02 for a normal passenger aircraft, \( \Delta C_{D,stat} \) is neglectable and \( \Delta C_{D,gear} \) is if the landing gear is being retracted and 0.015 if the landing gear is still extended.

The power-to-weight-ratio is also like the ratio calculated during the second segment.

\[ \frac{P_{S,TO}}{m_{MTO}} = \left( \frac{n_e}{n_e - 1} \right) \cdot \frac{1}{E_{TO}} \cdot \sin \gamma \cdot \left( \frac{V_2 \cdot g}{\eta_{p,2nd}} \right) \cdot \frac{m_{ML}}{m_{MTO}} \quad (4.18) \]

### 4.5 Cruise

In this flight phase a stationary straight flight is assumed. The wing loading and the power-to-weight ratio are calculated separately as a function of altitude.

The calculation of the power-to-weight ratio follow the equations that drag is equal to thrust is defined as

\[ \frac{P_{S,TO}}{m_{MTO}} = \frac{V_{CR} \cdot g}{P_{CR} \cdot E \cdot \eta_{p,CR}} \quad (4.19) \]
With the cruise speed $V_{CR}$ and the propeller efficiency during cruise $\eta_{P,CR}$.

The lift-to-drag ratio needs to be calculated. The maximum lift-to-drag ratio is being determined by the following equation

$$E_{max} = k_E \cdot \sqrt{\frac{A}{S_{wet}/S_W}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.20)

The factor $k_E$ is chosen with a value of 11.22 for large propeller aircraft. The relative wetted area $S_{wet}/S_W$ is commonly found in the range from 6.0 to 6.2 but because of the additional fuselage length which is caused by the hydrogen storage tanks this value might be incorrect. To get the correct value for the relative wetted area of the airplane this value will be calculated based on the data of the reference aircraft.

The dependance between the actual lift coefficient and the lift coefficient for flight with minimum drag can calculated by

$$\frac{C_L}{C_{L,md}} = \frac{1}{\left(\frac{V}{V_{md}}\right)^2}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.21)

The ratio $\left(\frac{V}{V_{md}}\right)$ could be set at $1 \ldots 1.316$. Finally, the actual lift-to-drag ratio in cruise is defined as

$$E = \frac{2 \cdot E_{max}}{\frac{1}{\left(\frac{C_L}{C_{L,md}}\right)} + \frac{C_L}{C_{L,md}}}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.22)

Due to the use of an electric propulsion system, there is no altitude related change in the power of the airplane. Therefore, this ratio is set to 1 for all altitudes.

For the wing loading we follow the second equation about a stationary straight flight that lift equal weight

$$\frac{m_{MTO}}{S_W} = \frac{C_{L,CR} \cdot M^2_{CR}}{g} \cdot \frac{\gamma}{2} \cdot p(h).$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.23)
With the lift coefficient during cruise $C_{L,CR}$, the mach number during cruise $M_{CR}$ and the adiabatic index $\gamma$ set at 1.4. The pressure $p(h)$ is dependent on the height. The lift coefficient in cruise is defined by

$$C_{L,CR} = \frac{C_{L,md}}{\left(\frac{V}{V_{md}}\right)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.24)

with

$$C_{L,md} = \frac{\pi \cdot A \cdot e}{2 \cdot E_{max}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.25)

Finally, the separate result of wing loading, and power-to-weight ratio are entered in a chart in which the altitude varies. The different datapoints can be used to form a line in the matching chart.

### 4.6 Matching Chart

The matching chart solves a two-dimensional problem graphically. There are two variables:

- power-to-weight ratio,
- wing loading.

Every flight phase attributes a line to the matching chart which form the boundaries for the optimization.

The priority is to achieve the lowest power-to-weight ratio inside the boundaries possible. The second priority is to get the highest wing loading possible. Regarding these priorities a design point will be chosen. A generic matching chart is shown in Figure 4.5.
4.7 Maximum Take-off Mass

The maximum take-off mass $m_{MTO}$ is the total of the operating empty mass $m_{OE}$, the fuel mass $m_F$, and the mass of the maximum payload $m_{MPL}$.

$$m_{MTO} = \frac{m_{MPL}}{1 - \frac{m_F}{m_{MTO}} - \frac{m_{OE}}{m_{MTO}}} \tag{4.26}$$

The relative operating empty mass can be entered in a first step with the values of the reference aircraft. The relative fuel mass will be calculated with the total mission fuel fraction $M_{ff}$.

$$\frac{m_F}{m_{MTO}} = (1 - M_{ff}) \tag{4.27}$$

which consists of total fuel fraction

$$M_{ff} = M_{ff, std} \cdot M_{ff, res} \tag{4.28}$$

which itself is defined by the standard flight fuel fraction
\[ M_{ff,\text{std}} = M_{ff,\text{TO}} \cdot M_{ff,\text{CLB}} \cdot M_{ff,\text{CR}} \cdot M_{ff,\text{DES}} \cdot M_{ff,L} \]  

(4.29)

and the fuel fraction for all reserves

\[ M_{ff,\text{res}} = M_{ff,\text{RES}} \cdot M_{ff,\text{loiter}} \cdot M_{ff,\text{CLB}} \cdot M_{ff,\text{DES}}. \]  

(4.30)

The standard flight fuel fraction is defined by the mass ratio for each flight phase. These flight phases are shown in Figure 4.6 with their segment mass fraction shown in Table 4.2.

![Figure 4.6](Typical flight phases of a civil transport flight mission (Scholz 2015))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flight phase</th>
<th>take-off</th>
<th>climb</th>
<th>descent</th>
<th>landing</th>
<th>start-up</th>
<th>taxi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass fraction</td>
<td>0.995</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.995</td>
<td>0.990</td>
<td>0.995</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mass ratios for the flight phases of cruise and loiter will be calculated with the Breguet range factor

\[ B_S = \frac{E \cdot \eta_{P,CR}}{SFC_P \cdot g}. \]  

(4.31)

With the specific fuel consumption for propeller driven aircraft \( SFC_P \).

The mission fuel factor for the cruise is defined by

\[ M_{ff,\text{CR}} = e^{ \frac{S_{CR}}{B_S} }. \]  

(4.32)
The mission fuel factor for loiter is calculated with

\[ M_{f,f,LOI} = e^{\frac{t_{LOI}}{B_t}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.33)

with the Breguet factor for time

\[ B_t = \frac{B_S}{V_{CR}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.34)

Now the maximum take-off mass is calculated. Now all other remaining aircraft parameters including the maximum landing weight, operating empty weight, fuel mass, wing area and the take-off power demand can be estimated.

Finally, a check of assumptions has been made to evaluate if the aircraft is finished.

\[ m_{ML} > m_{OE} + m_{MPL} + m_{F,res} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.34)
5 PreSTo-Classic-Prop Implementation

In this section the changes made to PreSTo-Classic-Prop are shown. These changes were made to modify the existing spreadsheet for evaluating an aircraft equipped with a hydrogen-electric powertrain.

This worksheet which is shown in Figure 5.1 provides the user with the basic information and structure of the spreadsheet.

5.1 Preliminary Sizing I

This worksheet covers the calculation for the flight phases approach, landing, take-off and missed approach. It starts with a user guide to inform about the different colors being used throughout the spreadsheet to make the user aware of how to manage the input and the results. The main modification is the calculation of the propeller efficiency which is now being done automatically utilizing an iteration loop with the worksheet “thrust devices.”
5.2 Maximum Glide Ratio in Cruise

This worksheet which is shown in Figure 5.2 will calculate the maximum glide ratio during cruise flight. This value is important for any further calculations as the glide ratio during cruise flight affects the drag and therefore the range of the plane. The main issue concerning a hydrogen-electric aircraft is the additional fuselage length needed due to the hydrogen storage tanks. This additional fuselage length results due to the location of the tanks inside the fuselage. This additional length may influence the relative wetted area which makes a calculation of the wetted area necessary. Another issue which had to implemented into the worksheet is the additional drag due to the heat exchanger of the thermal management system.

![Figure 5.2 Worksheet "Max. Glide in Cruise"

The maximum glide ratio is defined by

$$E_{\text{max}} = k_E \cdot \frac{A}{\sqrt{S_{\text{wet}} / S_w}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

With $S_{\text{wet}} / S_w$ being calculated on the worksheet “Wetted Area” and $A$ being provided from the worksheet “Preliminary Sizing I”.

To estimate the modified glide ratio which takes the additional external drag due to the heat exchangers in account the zero lift drag coefficient is calculated by

\[
C_{D0} = \frac{\pi \cdot A \cdot e}{4 \cdot E_{\text{max}}^2}.
\] (5.2)

The modified drag coefficient which includes the drag of the heat exchanger is defined by

\[
C_{D,\text{total}} = C_{D0} + C_{D,\text{hex}}.
\] (5.3)

With \(C_{D,\text{hex}} = 0.06\) according to Hoerner 1965.

Finally, the maximum glide ration is estimated by

\[
E_{\text{max}} = \frac{1}{2} \cdot \sqrt{\frac{\pi \cdot A \cdot e}{C_{D,\text{total}}}}.
\] (5.4)

### 5.3 Wetted Area

Due to the changes in the fuselage length the relative wetted area must be calculated. The necessary inputs are the dimensions of the example plane. The worksheet is shown in Figure 5.3.

The wetted area of the fuselage is defined by

\[
S_{\text{wet}, F} = d_F \cdot l_f \cdot \left(1 - \frac{2}{\lambda_F}\right)^\frac{2}{3} \cdot \left(1 + \frac{1}{\lambda_F^2}\right).
\] (5.5)

With \(l_f\) composed of the example plane fuselage length and the additional length of the hydrogen storage tanks, the slenderness ratio \(\lambda_F\).

The wetted area of the wings is estimated by

\[
S_{\text{wet}, W} = 2 \cdot S_{\text{exp}, W} \cdot \left(1 + 0.25 \cdot (t/c)_r \frac{1 + \tau \cdot \lambda}{1 + \lambda}\right).
\] (5.6)

The wetted area of the horizontal tail, the nacelles and the vertical tail should be provided by the example plane or by statistics.
The total wetted of the airplane is estimated by

\[ S_{\text{wet}} = S_{\text{wet,F}} + S_{\text{wet,W}} + S_{\text{wet,H}} + S_{\text{wet,V}} + N_E \cdot S_{\text{wet,nacelle}}. \]  

(5.7)

The relative wetted area is defined by

\[ \frac{S_{\text{wet}}}{S_w} = \frac{S_{\text{wet}}}{S_w}. \]  

(5.8)

---

### Calculation of the wetted area of the plane

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fuselage</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>length fuselage example plane</td>
<td>37.57 m</td>
<td>Airbus 2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diameter of the fuselage</td>
<td>3.95 m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slenderness ratio</td>
<td>14.3179017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wetted area fuselage</td>
<td>637.932918 m²</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exposed wing area</td>
<td>124.138089 m²</td>
<td>according to preliminary sizing II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t/c_r</td>
<td>0.1347</td>
<td>Butterworth-Heinemann 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t/c_r</td>
<td>0.1347</td>
<td>Butterworth-Heinemann 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda )</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>Butterworth-Heinemann 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wetted area wing</td>
<td>256.636878 m²</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>horizontal tail</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wetted area horizontal tail</td>
<td>31 m²</td>
<td>Butterworth-Heinemann 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>vertical tail</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wetted area vertical tail</td>
<td>21.5 m²</td>
<td>Butterworth-Heinemann 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>nacelle</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wetted area nacelle</td>
<td>18.802 m²</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>wetted area h2 plane</strong></td>
<td>984.673796</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relative wetted area</strong></td>
<td>7.93208436</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5.3**  Worksheet "Wetted Area"
5.4 Preliminary Sizing II

This worksheet starts with the calculations needed for the flight phase. The worksheet also calculates the fuel mass and the different weights and the wing area of the plane. Finally, the results were checked in accordance with the “first law of aircraft design.”

Due to the change in propulsion the calculation of the cruise altitude is now calculated using the wing loading to estimate the pressure in cruise

\[
p_{CR} = \frac{2 \cdot g \cdot m_{MTO}/S_W}{C_L \cdot M^2 \cdot \gamma}.
\] (5.9)

For the prop plane the cruise altitude can be calculated with the pressure. Due to the expected maximum cruising altitude below 11 km the cruising altitude is defined by

\[
h_{CR} = \frac{T_0}{L} \cdot \left(1 - \left(\frac{p_{CR}}{p_0}\right)^{\frac{1}{5.925588}}\right).
\] (5.10)

Another change is the specific fuel consumption is now being calculated by the following worksheet “Fuel consumption” Also, iterations to calculate the maximum take-off mass and the take-off power have been implemented. These iteration loops are linked with the following worksheets which calculate all subsystems of the hydrogen-electric powertrain. These iteration loops affect each other to optimize the final result.

5.5 Matching Chart

The Matching Chart is the only worksheet which is unmodified. This worksheet is important to visualize the results and to check for the design point which is essential in the results.

5.6 Fuel Consumption

This worksheet shown in Figure 5.4 calculates the specific fuel consumption during cruise and take-off, it also calculates the fuel flow during taxiing.

In a first step the efficiency of the hydrogen-electric powertrain during take-off is defined as the product of the various efficiencies of the powertrain, which are \(\eta_{EC}\) for the fuel cell, \(\eta_{EL}\)
for the electric motor, $\eta_{P,CR}$ for the propeller during cruise and $\eta_{P,TO}$ during take-off, $\eta_{CONV}$ for the electric converter and $\eta_{GEAR}$ for the gearbox. 

$$\eta_{CR} = \eta_{FC} \cdot \eta_{EL} \cdot \eta_{P,CR} \cdot \eta_{CONV} \cdot \eta_{GEAR} \tag{5.11}$$

and

$$\eta_{TO} = \eta_{FC} \cdot \eta_{EL} \cdot \eta_{P,TO} \cdot \eta_{CONV} \cdot \eta_{GEAR} \cdot \eta_{GEAR} \cdot \eta_{CONV} \cdot \eta_{FC} \tag{5.12}$$

The specific fuel consumption during cruise flight is estimated by

$$SFC_{CR} = \frac{1}{H_{LH2} \cdot \eta_{CR}} \tag{5.13}$$

With $H_{LH2}$ as the lower heating value of the hydrogen and $\eta_{CR}$ as the overall powertrain efficiency during cruise flight.

### Calculating the efficiency and fuel consumption

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Efficiency of the powertrain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lower heating value hydrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_{LH2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>efficiency fuel cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{FC}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>efficiency electric motor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{EL}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>efficiency propeller cruise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{P,CR}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>efficiency propeller take-off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{P,TO}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>efficiency electric converter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{CONV}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>efficiency gear box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{GEAR}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>efficiency power propulsion system cruise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{PES}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>efficiency power propulsion system takeoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{PES,TO}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>power demand cruise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{CR}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>additional drag power condensers cruise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{CD,CORE,CRUISE}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total power demand cruise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{TD,CORE}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fuel flow cruise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_{F,CR}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specific fuel consumption cruise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$SFC_{CR}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>propulsive power demand takeoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{P,TO}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>additional power demand condensers TO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{CD,CORE,TO}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total power demand takeoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{TD,CORE}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fuel flow takeoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_{F,TO}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>friction coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taxi speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{taxi}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>power demand taxing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{taxi}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fuel flow taxing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_{F,taxi}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5.4** Worksheet "Fuel consumption"
The total power demand during take-off is defined as

\[ P_{TO, total} = P_{S,TO,1} + P_{CORE,TO} \cdot (5.14) \]

With \( P_{S,TO,1} \) as the first iteration of the total power demand during takeoff taken form the Preliminary Sizing and \( P_{CORE,TO} \) as the additional power demand due to the heat exchangers from the worksheet “Heat Exchanger”.

Additionally for the sizing of the water management system the fuel flow during take-off and taxiing is calculated by

\[ \dot{m}_{FF,TO} = \frac{P_{TO, Total}}{H_{LH2} \cdot \eta_{TO}} \cdot (5.15) \]

and

\[ \dot{m}_{FF,TO} = \mu_{\text{concrete}} \cdot v_{\text{TAXI}} \cdot m_{\text{MTO}} \cdot g \cdot H_{LH2} \cdot \eta_{TO} \cdot (5.16) \]

With \( \mu_{\text{concrete}} \) as the friction coefficient of the concrete pavement of the taxiway and \( v_{\text{TAXI}} \) as the taxiing speed of the aircraft.

### 5.7 Fuel Containment System

This worksheet shown in Figure 5.5 calculates the weight of the fuel containment system. The information which are provided by the user are the number and the radius of the tank. Both numbers influence the weight of this system. It should be mentioned that the radius of the tank has to be in accordance with the diameter of the aircraft’s fuselage.

![Worksheet “Fuel Containment System”](image)
In a first step the length of the cylindric part of the tank will be estimated by

\[ l_{TANK, CY} = \frac{V_{F, erf} - \frac{4 \cdot \pi \cdot r_{TANK}^3}{3} \cdot \frac{N_{TANK}}{\pi \cdot r_{TANK}^2}}{N_{TANK}}. \]  

(5.17)

With \( V_{F, erf} \) as the required fuel volume, \( N_{TANK} \) as the number of fuel tanks, and the radius of the fuel tank \( r_{TANK} \).

The overall length of one tank is defined by

\[ l_{TANK} = l_{TANK, CY} \cdot +2 \cdot (r_{TANK} + t_{INS}). \]  

(5.18)

With \( t_{INS} \) as the insulation thickness of the fuel tank.

The surface of one tank can be calculated with

\[ s_{TANK} = 2 \cdot \pi \cdot r_{TANK} \cdot l_{TANK, CY} + 4 \cdot \pi \cdot r_{TANK}^2. \]  

(5.19)

The mass of one tank is

\[ m_{TANK} = s_{TANK} \cdot m_{TANK}/s_{TANK}. \]  

(5.20)

According to Seekt 2010 the mass tank per surface \( m_{TANK}/s_{TANK} \) is set at 3 kg/m².

The mass of the insulation is

\[ m_{INS} = s_{TANK} \cdot m_{INS}/s_{TANK}. \]  

(5.21)

According to Seekt 2010 the mass insulation per surface \( m_{INS}/s_{TANK} \) is set at 5 kg/m² while using foam insulation.

The mass of the attachments of the tank is defined by

\[ m_{ATTACH} = V_{TANK} \cdot m_{ATTACH}/V_{TANK}. \]  

(5.22)

The tank volume which is also needed will be provided by the worksheet “Preliminary Sizing II.” According to Westenberger 2003 the mass of the attachments to the tank per volume \( m_{ATTACH}/V_{TANK} \) is set at 12 kg/m².
Finally, the mass of the fuel containment system can be calculated with

\[ m_{FCS} = N_{TANK} \cdot (m_{TANK} + m_{INS} + m_{ATTACH}) \, . \quad (5.23) \]

### 5.8 Fuel Cell

The aim of this worksheet shown in Figure 5.6 is to calculate the weight of the fuel cell system with its subsystems. These subsystems include the fuel cell thermal management system, the air thermal management system and the water management system.

---

**Table 5.6** Worksheet "Fuel Cell"

| Mass of the fuel cells | | |
|------------------------|-----------------|
| mass fuel cells | $m_{FCS}$ | 3402.070564 kg |
| power density fuel cell | $\delta_{PDC}$ | 1.6 Kadyje et al. 2016 |
| power density fuel current | $\delta_{PDC}$ | 1.6 Kadyje et al. 2016 |
| oversizing factor fuel cell | $\delta_{OF}$ | 1.19 Flygars 2002 |

**Amount of waste heat**

| Fuel cell efficiency | $\eta_{FCS}$ | 96 |
| Storage temperature hydrogen | $T_{H_{2}}$ | 28.15 K |
| Temperature fuel cell | $T_{FCS}$ | 393.15 K |
| Isotropic mass heat capacity water | $c_{P_{W}}$ | 4.2 kJ/kg°C |
| Latent heat evaporation | $\Delta H_{E}$ | 334 kJ/kg |

**Energy line heater fuel cell**

- Waste heat | $P_{W}$ | 2376.6985 kW |
- Energy waste fuel | $P_{E}$ | 1559.8288 kW |

**Fuel cell thermal management system**

- Condenser | $m_{CC}$ | 513.47919 kg |
- Compressor | $m_{CP}$ | 154.101003 kg |
- Refrigerant | $m_{R}$ | 157.54719 kg |
- Refrigerant tank | $m_{RT}$ | 30.208632 kg |
- Refrigerant and pipes | $m_{RPP}$ | 9.59800281 kg |
- Heat exchanger | $m_{HE}$ | 90.9597877 kg |
- Expansion valve | $m_{EV}$ | 9.00548927 kg |
- Total mass fuel cell | $m_{FCM}$ | 968.67235 kg |

**Air system TMS**

- Heat exchanger air precooler | $m_{HAE}$ | 93.529858 kg |
- Heat exchanger heat exchanger precooler | $m_{HHE}$ | 37.262619 kg |
- Heat exchanger heat exchanger precooler | $m_{HHE}$ | 37.262619 kg |
- Heat exchanger heat exchanger precooler | $m_{HHE}$ | 37.262619 kg |
- Heat exchanger heat exchanger precooler | $m_{HHE}$ | 37.262619 kg |
- Heat exchanger heat exchanger precooler | $m_{HHE}$ | 37.262619 kg |
- Heat exchanger heat exchanger precooler | $m_{HHE}$ | 37.262619 kg |
- Water system | $m_{WS}$ | 272.76034 kg |

**Water system**

- Water pump | $m_{WP}$ | 75 kg |
- Water tank | $m_{WT}$ | 419.26223 kg |
- Water separator | $m_{WS}$ | 50 kg |
- Total mass water system | $m_{WS}$ | 529.26223 kg |

**Total mass**

- Total mass | $m_{T}$ | 1726.74634 kg |
- Total mass fuel cell system | $m_{FCS}$ | 5669.77633 kg |
The calculation for the mass of the fuel cell anticipates the take-off power $P_{TO,total}$ form the worksheet “Fuel consumption”, the fuel cell oversizing factor $o_{FC}$, and the power density of the fuel cells $\Phi_{FC}$.

$$m_{FC} = \frac{P_{TO,total}}{\Phi_{FC} \cdot o_{FC}} \quad (5.24)$$

The power density of the fuel cell is also a major mass contributor to the overall mass of the powertrain. In the worksheet are two values to choose from, one value represents the current situation and the other one represents a value in the near future. By switching between those values, the complete system mass of the aircraft changes due to the iteration loops. In this way it is possible to evaluate the enabling technology of the hydrogen powered aircraft.

In the next step the waste heat during peak power demand is being calculated by

$$P_{WH} = P_{TO,total} \cdot \eta_{FC} \quad (5.25)$$

With $\eta_{FC}$ as the fuel cell efficiency.

To minimize the load on the thermal management system and therefore the weight of this system the waste heat will be used to transfer energy from the waste heat to the hydrogen fuel feed. This is necessary as the hydrogen is being stored in cryogenic state and needs to be conditioned to the needs of the fuel cell.

$$P_{LH} = c_{p,LH2} \cdot (T_{FCF} - T_{LH2store}) \cdot \dot{m}_{FF,TO} \quad (5.26)$$

With $c_{p,LH2}$ as the specific heat capacity of the hydrogen propellant, $T_{FCF}$ as the fuel feed temperature of the fuel cells, $T_{LH2store}$ as the storage temperature of the hydrogen propellant and $\dot{m}_{FF,TO}$ as the fuel flow during take-off.

Due to the release of excess water produced by the fuel cells to the ambient air the containing heat is released.

$$P_{WW} = c_{p,\text{water}} \cdot \dot{m}_{FF,TO} \cdot (T_{WW} - T_0) \quad (5.27)$$

With $c_{p,\text{water}}$ as the specific heat capacity of liquid water, $T_{WW}$ as the temperature of the wastewater, $T_0$ as the temperature of the ambient air.

The remaining waste heat is the load of the thermal management system

$$P_{EWH} = P_{WW} - P_{LH} \quad (5.28)$$
Now the different subsystems of the fuel cell will be calculated using the rejected heat to weight ratio of FlyZero 2022f. Starting with the components of the fuel cell thermal management system.

The weight of the condenser will be estimated according to FlyZero 2022f with the ratio of rejected heat to weight $s_{RC}$ set at 10 kW/kg.

$$m_c = \frac{P_{EWH}}{s_{RC}} \quad (5.29)$$

The weight of the refrigerant compressor will be estimated according to FlyZero 2022f with the ratio of rejected heat to weight $s_{RC}$ set at 33.3 kW/kg.

$$m_{RC} = \frac{P_{EWH}}{s_{RC}} \quad (5.30)$$

The weight of the compressor electric motor will be estimated according to FlyZero 2022f with the ratio of rejected heat to weight $s_{CEL}$ set at 47.7 kW/kg.

$$m_{CEL} = \frac{P_{EWH}}{s_{CEL}} \quad (5.31)$$

The weight of the refrigerant tank will be estimated according to FlyZero 2022f with the ratio of rejected heat to weight $s_{RT}$ set at 170 kW/kg.

$$m_{RT} = \frac{P_{EWH}}{s_{RT}} \quad (5.32)$$

The weight of the refrigerant and pipes will be estimated according to FlyZero 2022f with the ratio of rejected heat to weight $s_{RP}$ set at 53.7 kW/kg.

$$m_{RP} = \frac{P_{EWH}}{s_{RP}} \quad (5.33)$$

The weight of the heat exchanger LH2-refrigerant will be estimated according to FlyZero 2022f with the ratio of rejected heat to weight $s_{HX,LH2}$ set at 56.7 kW/kg.

$$m_{HX,LH2} = \frac{P_{EWH}}{s_{HX,LH2}} \quad (5.34)$$
The weight of the expansion valves will be estimated according to FlyZero 2022f with the ratio of rejected heat to weight \( sr_{EV} \) set at 1700 kW/kg.

\[
m_{EV} = \frac{P_{EWH}}{sr_{EV}} \tag{5.35}
\]

The total mass of the fuel cell thermal management system is the sum of its components.

\[
m_{FC,TMS} = m_c + m_{RC} + m_{CEL} + m_{RT} + m_{RP} + m_{HX,LH2} + m_{EV} \tag{5.36}
\]

Continuing with the components of the air systems thermal management system.

The weight of the heat exchanger air pre-cooler will be estimated according to FlyZero 2022f with the ratio of rejected heat to weight \( sr_{HX,air} \) set at 54.9 kW/kg.

\[
m_{HX,air} = \frac{P_{EWH}}{sr_{HX,air}} \tag{5.37}
\]

The weight of the heat exchanger hydrogen pre-cooler will be estimated according to FlyZero 2022f with the ratio of rejected heat to weight \( sr_{HX,LH2p} \) set at 137.8 kW/kg.

\[
m_{HX,LH2p} = \frac{P_{EWH}}{sr_{HX,LH2p}} \tag{5.38}
\]

The weight of the coolant pumps will be estimated according to FlyZero 2022f with the ratio of rejected heat to weight \( sr_{CP} \) set at 68.9 kW/kg.

\[
m_{CP} = \frac{P_{EWH}}{sr_{CP}} \tag{5.39}
\]

The weight of the coolant tank will be estimated according to FlyZero 2022f with the ratio of rejected heat to weight \( sr_{CT} \) set at 137.8 kW/kg.

\[
m_{CT} = \frac{P_{EWH}}{sr_{CT}} \tag{5.40}
\]

The weight of the pipes and coolant will be estimated according to FlyZero 2022f with the ratio of rejected heat to weight \( sr_{PC} \) set at 170 kW/kg.

\[
m_{PC} = \frac{P_{EWH}}{sr_{PC}} \tag{5.41}
\]
The total mass of the air system thermal management system is the sum of its components.

\[ m_{AS,TMS} = m_{HX,\text{air}} + m_{HX,LH2p} + m_{CP} + m_{CT} + m_{PC} \]  

(5.42)

The third subsystem is the water system which consists of the water pump, the water tank, and the air-water separator. According to FlyZero 2022f the weight of the water pump \( m_{WP} \) will be set at 70 kg, the weight of the air-water separator \( m_{AWS} \) will be estimated with 50 kg. The weight of the water tank can be calculated by

\[ m_{WT} = t_{TO} \cdot \dot{m}_{FF,TO} + t_{TAXI} \cdot \dot{m}_{FF,\text{taxi}} \]  

(5.43)

With \( t_{TO} \) as the time for the takeoff and for reaching a height of 1000 meter, \( \dot{m}_{FF,TO} \) as the fuel flow during take-off, \( t_{TAXI} \) as the time for taxiing and \( \dot{m}_{FF,\text{taxi}} \) as the fuel flow during taxiing.

The total mass of the water system can be calculated by

\[ m_{WS} = m_{WP} + m_{AWS} + m_{WT} \]  

(5.44)

The total mass of the thermal management systems consists of the sum of its subsystems.

\[ m_{TMS} = m_{FC,TMS} + m_{AS,TMS} + m_{WS} \]  

(5.45)

The mass of the fuel cell system consists of the mass of the fuel cell and the mass of the thermal management system.

\[ m_{FCS} = m_{FC} + m_{TMS} \]  

(5.46)

5.9 Heat Exchanger

This worksheet shown in Figure 5.7 contains the sizing considerations of the heat exchanger which are a part of the fuel cell thermal management system. Based on the vapor compression cycle of the FlyZero regional plane concept the dimension of the heat exchanger is calculated under ISA+40 conditions.
In a first step the temperature difference between the temperature of the ambient air $T_{\text{air, in}}$ and the coolant inlet $T_{\text{cool, in}}$ will be calculated by

$$\Delta T_{\text{alt}} = T_{\text{cool, in}} - T_{\text{air, in}} \quad .$$

(5.47)

Now the needed mass flow of air can be calculated by

$$\dot{m}_{\text{air}} = \frac{P_{\text{EWH}}}{c_{p,\text{air}} \cdot \Delta T_{\text{alt}}} \quad .$$

(5.48)

As well as the need mass flow of the coolant

$$m_{\text{air}} = \frac{P_{\text{EWH}}}{c_{p,\text{vp}} \cdot (T_{\text{cool, in}} - T_{B, r1233}) + \Delta H_{p, r1233} + c_{p,\text{liq}} \cdot (T_{B, r1233} - T_{\text{air, in}})} \quad .$$

(5.49)

With $c_{p,\text{vp}}$ as the isobaric mass heat capacity of the R1233 vapor, $T_{B, r1233}$ as the boiling temperature at 11 bar and $c_{p,\text{liq}}$ in liquid state as well as $\Delta H_{p, r1233}$ as the latent heat vaporization.

Due to the initial climb being the critical phase because of the highest power demand the needed air inlet area will be calculated

$$A_{\text{inlet}} = \frac{\dot{m}_{\text{air}}}{\rho_{\text{air}} \cdot V_2} \quad .$$

(5.50)
This value is used to calculate the modified glide ratio of the hydrogen plane in the worksheet “Maximum Glide Ratio in Cruise.”

In the next step the core drag power of the heat exchanger during cruise and take-off is being calculated by

\[
D_{\text{core,CR}} = \dot{m}_{\text{air}} \cdot V_{CR} \tag{5.51}
\]

\[
D_{\text{core,TO}} = \dot{m}_{\text{air}} \cdot V_2 \tag{5.52}
\]

The core drag during cruise and take-off is being calculated by

\[
P_{\text{core,CR}} = D_{\text{core,CR}} \cdot V_{CR} \tag{5.53}
\]

\[
P_{\text{core,TO}} = D_{\text{core,TO}} \cdot V_2 \tag{5.54}
\]

Which is used to modify the fuel consumption during cruise in the worksheet “Fuel consumption” to determine the fuel consumption of the hydrogen powered plane.

The additional core drag power due to the heat exchangers during take-off is used to determine the fuel consumption during take-off and modifies the take-off power in the worksheet “Preliminary Sizing II” to calculate the take-off power with the additional drag power caused by the heat exchangers.

### 5.10 Electric Propulsion System

This worksheet which is shown in Figure 5.8 will calculate the weight of the electric propulsion system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mass of the electronic motor</th>
<th>2270.54991 kg</th>
<th>mass to power ratio future</th>
<th>( \phi_{\text{future}} )</th>
<th>10 kW/kg</th>
<th>Kadyk et al. 2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mass power electronics</td>
<td>1987.7944 kg</td>
<td>mass to power ratio current</td>
<td>( \phi_{\text{current}} )</td>
<td>5.2 kW/kg</td>
<td>Kadyk et al. 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mass DC-DC converter</td>
<td>366.29766 kg</td>
<td>mass to power ratio DC-DC converter</td>
<td>( \phi_{\text{DC-DC}} )</td>
<td>62 kW/kg</td>
<td>Gesell et al. 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mass cooling electric motor</td>
<td>1513.69927 kg</td>
<td>mass to power ratio cooling electric motor</td>
<td>( \phi_{\text{cool}} )</td>
<td>50 kW/kg</td>
<td>Gesell et al. 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total mass electric propulsion system</td>
<td>5738.26218 kg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5.8**  Worksheet "Electric Propulsion System"

This worksheet utilizes the take-off power calculated in the worksheet “Fuel consumption” as input value for the sizing of the electrical propulsion system.
The power-to-weight ratio of the electronic motor has been identified to be the main weight contributor in this part of the drivetrain. Due to its effect on the overall weight of the system and new upcoming technology which significantly affects both the weight of the electronic motor itself but also the powertrain a value of the near future has been added. This gives the opportunity to analyze these changes and their effect on the whole aircraft system.

The weight of the electric motor will be estimated according to Kadyk 2018 with the ratio of power to mass \( \phi_{ELM,CT} \) for the current technology set at 5.2 kW/kg and \( \phi_{ELM,FT} \) for the future technology set at 10 kW/kg.

\[
m_{ELM} = \frac{P_{TO,total}}{\phi_{ELM}} \quad (5.55)
\]

The weight of the power electronics will be estimated according to Gesell 2018 with the ratio of power to mass \( \phi_{PEL} \) set at 14.3 kW/kg.

\[
m_{PEL} = \frac{P_{TO,total}}{\phi_{PEL}} \quad (5.56)
\]

The weight of the DC-DC converter will be estimated according to Gesell 2018 with the ratio of power to mass \( \phi_{CONV} \) set at 62 kW/kg.

\[
m_{CONV} = \frac{P_{TO,total}}{\phi_{CONV}} \quad (5.57)
\]

The weight of the electric motor cooling will be estimated according to Gesell 2018 with the ratio of power to mass \( \phi_{ELM,cool} \) set at 15 kW/kg.

\[
m_{ELM,cool} = \frac{P_{TO,total}}{\phi_{ELM,cool}} \quad (5.58)
\]

The total mass of the electric propulsion system is the sum of its components.

\[
m_{ELPS} = m_{ELM} + m_{PEL} + m_{CONV} + m_{ELM,cool} \quad (5.59)
\]

### 5.11 Thrust Device

This worksheet which is shown in Figure 5.9 calculates the mass of the propeller and the gearbox attached to it.
The mass estimation for one propeller $m_{\text{prop, single}}$ in kg can be calculated with the following equation according to Teeuwen 2017

$$m_{\text{prop, single}} = 1.1 \cdot (d_D \cdot P_{\text{S,TO}}/N_E \cdot \sqrt{B})^{0.52}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.60)

With $B$ as the number of blades of each propeller, $d_D$ as the propeller diameter in m, $P_{\text{S,TO}}/N_E$ as the take-off power of one engine in kW.

The propeller disc diameter $d_D$ can be calculated by

$$d_D = \sqrt{\frac{4 \cdot S_D}{\pi}}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (5.61)

The Propeller disc area $S_D$ can be calculated by
\[ S_D = \frac{P_{S,TO}/N_E}{L_D \cdot \rho_0}. \] (5.62)

With \( P_{S,TO} \) as the take-off power and \( N_E \) as the number of engines and \( \rho_0 \) as the density of the air at sea level and \( L_D \) as the disk loading which is provided by an iteration loop with the worksheet “Preliminary Sizing I”

The mass estimation for one gearbox in lb can be calculated according to Johnson 2015 by

\[ m_{gb,S} = 95.7634 \cdot N_{rotor}^{0.38553} \cdot P_{S,TO}/n_E^{0.78137} \cdot \frac{\omega_{engine}^{0.09899}}{\omega_{prop}^{0.80866}}. \] (5.63)

With \( N_{rotor} \) as the number of main rotors, \( P_{S,TO}/n_E \) as the take-off power of one engine in hp and \( \omega_{engine} \) as the rotational speed of the electrical motor is set at 15000 rpm according to FlyZero 2022g and \( \omega_{prop} \) as the rotational speed of the propeller.

According to Johnson 2015 the rotational speed of the propeller can be empirical estimated by

\[ \omega_{prop} = 1986.3 \text{ rpm} - 1.3267 \cdot \frac{rpm \cdot s}{m^2} \cdot d_D \cdot V_{CR}. \] (5.64)

Now the propeller disc loading during take-off can be calculated by

\[ L_{TO} = \frac{P_{S,TO}}{\sigma \cdot \rho_0 \cdot S_D \cdot N_{rotor}}. \] (5.65)

With \( N_{rotor} \) as the number of the main rotors.

The propeller efficiency for the different flight phases can be calculated by three different methods which could be selected in the worksheet “Propeller Efficiency” of the spreadsheet “PreSTo-Classi-Prop_final2_SLZ”. See Scholz 2020 for more details on that topic.

For the calculations the method from Wolf has been chosen. The results of the propeller efficiencies during take-off, second segment and missed approach will be provided in an iteration loop to the worksheet “1.) Preliminary Sizing I” and the propeller efficiency during cruise will be provided to the worksheet “3.) Preliminary Sizing II”.

Finally, the total mass of the thrust device can be estimated by

\[ m_{gb,prop} = N_{rotor} \cdot (m_{prop,S} + m_{gb,S}). \] (5.66)
5.12 Mass of the Hydrogen Powertrain

This worksheet shown in Figure 5.10 calculates the coefficient of the operating empty mass and the maximum take-off mass of the hydrogen aircraft. The result is being provided to the worksheet “Preliminary Sizing II” in an iterative loop.

Figure 5.10 Worksheet "Mass H2 Powertrain"

In a first step the masses of the systems which make up the hydrogen-electric powertrain were summarized in $m_{HPS}$. This contains the masses of the fuel containment system $m_{FCS}$, the fuel cell system $m_{FCSYS}$, the electrical propulsion system $m_{ELPS}$ and the thrust devices $m_{TDS}$.

$$m_{HPS} = m_{FCS} + m_{ELPS} + m_{FCSYS} + m_{TDS} \quad (5.67)$$

In order to calculate the operating empty weight of the stretched aircraft the additional weight of the stretched fuselage has to be determined. The fuselage itself needs to be stretched due to placement of the hydrogen storage tanks inside the fuselage. This enlargement in length of the fuselage comes with additional weight of the fuselage which results in an increase of the operating empty weight. The weight of the fuselage of the reference aircraft A320 is calculated by

$$m_{F,A320} = m_{MTO,A320} \cdot r_F \quad (5.68)$$

With the maximum take-off mass of the A320 $m_{MTO,A320}$ set at 78000 kg according to Airbus 2023 and the weight ratio of the fuselage $r_F$ which is set to 12.1% according to Siewert 2000.

To determine the mass of the remaining structure and systems which is not influenced by the stretching of the fuselage. This mass can be calculated by

$$m_{OE,exc,A320} = m_{OE,A320} - m_{F,A320} \quad (5.69)$$

With $m_{OE,A320}$ set at 42600 kg according to Airbus 2023.
Now the length of stretched fuselage \( l_{F,\text{stretch}} \) can be calculated by
\[
l_{F,\text{stretch}} = l_{F,A320} + N_{\text{TANK}} \cdot l_{\text{TANK}}. \tag{5.70}
\]
With \( l_{F,A320} \) as the length of the cabin of the A320 set at 37.57 m according to Airbus 2023, the number of the fuel tanks \( N_{\text{TANK}} \) and the length of one fuel tank \( l_{\text{TANK}} \) will be provided by the worksheet “Fuel Containment System”.

The mass of the stretched fuselage \( m_{F,\text{stretch}} \) can be calculated with
\[
m_{F,\text{stretch}} = \frac{l_{F,\text{stretch}} \cdot m_{F,A320}}{l_{F,A320}}. \tag{5.71}
\]

Now the operating empty weight of the stretched A320 \( m_{\text{OE,stretch}} \) will be calculated. Note that only the fuselage has been stretched without further changes to the aircraft.
\[
m_{\text{OE,stretch}} = m_{\text{OE,exf,A320}} + m_{F,\text{stretch}}. \tag{5.72}
\]

Now the operating empty weight of hydrogen aircraft \( m_{\text{OE,LH2}} \) will be calculated by
\[
m_{\text{OE,LH2}} = m_{\text{OE,stretch}} - \left( N_{E,\text{CFM56}} \cdot m_{cP,\text{CFM56}} \right) + m_{\text{HPS}}. \tag{5.73}
\]
With \( N_{E,\text{CFM56}} \) as the number of engine set to 2 according to Airbus 2023 and \( m_{cP,\text{CFM56}} \) as the mass of one of the propulsion devices of the reference aircraft.

The maximum zero fuel weight of the hydrogen plane \( m_{\text{MZF}} \) can now be calculated with
\[
m_{\text{MZF}} = m_{\text{OE,H2}} + m_{\text{MPL}}. \tag{5.74}
\]
The maximum payload \( m_{\text{MPL}} \) will be provided by the worksheet “Preliminary Sizing II”

In the next step the maximum take-off weight can be calculated by
\[
m_{\text{MTO}} = m_{\text{MZF}} + m_{F,\text{erf}}. \tag{5.75}
\]
The needed fuel mass \( m_{F,\text{erf}} \) will be provided by the worksheet “Preliminary Sizing II”
Finally, the coefficient of operating empty mass and the maximum take-off mass can be calculated with

\[ \frac{m_{OE}}{m_{MT0}} = \frac{m_{OE,H2}}{m_{MT0}}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.76)

This result will be provided to the worksheet “Preliminary Sizing II” in an iteration loop.
6 Evaluation of the Hydrogen-Electric Aircraft

This section aims at comparing the hydrogen-electric aircraft to an aircraft equipped with a conventional powertrain.

6.1 Aircraft Requirements

The design of a new aircraft is based on the requirements which the aircraft must achieve. These requirements must be met by the redesigned plane to make a reliable comparison to the reference plane. The requirement can be seen in the Table 6.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Payload</td>
<td>( m_{MPL} )</td>
<td>kg</td>
<td>19256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Range</td>
<td>( R_{MPL} )</td>
<td>NM</td>
<td>1510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mach number, cruise</td>
<td>( M_{CR} )</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take-off field length</td>
<td>( S_{TOFL} )</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>1768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landing field length</td>
<td>( S_{LFL} )</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>1448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of passengers</td>
<td>( m_{PAX} )</td>
<td></td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2 Aircraft with Conventional Propulsion

In a first step an Airbus A320 with its conventional propulsion system will be introduced. In the next step an Aircraft will be introduced with keeps most of the basic requirements of the conventional A320 excluding the propulsion system which will be converted to turboprop.

6.2.1 Conventional Airbus A320

The characteristics of the conventional A320 are shown in the Table 6.2.
Table 6.2  Parameter of the conventional A320

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Landing field length</td>
<td>$S_{LFL}$</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>1448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take-off field length</td>
<td>$S_{TOFL}$</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>1768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. lift coefficient, landing</td>
<td>$C_{L,max,L}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. lift coefficient, take-off</td>
<td>$C_{L,max,TO}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass ratio, max. landing to max. take-off</td>
<td>$m_{ML}/m_{MTO}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspect ratio</td>
<td>$A$</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of engines</td>
<td>$n_E$</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of passengers</td>
<td>$n_{PAX}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of seats abrest</td>
<td>$n_{SA}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cargo mass</td>
<td>$m_{CARGO}$</td>
<td>kg</td>
<td>2516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mach number, cruise</td>
<td>$M_{CR}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Range</td>
<td>$R_{MPL}$</td>
<td>NM</td>
<td>1510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific fuel consumption</td>
<td>$SFC$</td>
<td>kg/N/s</td>
<td>$1.65 \cdot 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The matching chart of the conventional A320 can be seen in Appendix A.

6.2.2  Turboprop A320

In order to reduce the emissions of the civil aviation a lot of approaches have been taken, one of the most promising ones is to switch to a turboprop propulsion due to the better efficiency compared to a jet. But this also comes with some drawbacks which comes in form of lower cruising speed which results in longer flight times when flying over the same distance.

During the Airport 2030 study various replacement concepts for the Airbus A320 have been made including the Smart Turboprop concept. This concept retains the narrowbody fuselage of the Airbus A320 and combines it with a turboprop propulsion and a high wing instead of the jet propulsion and low wing of the A320. The parameters for this variant set up in PreSTo can be seen in the Table 6.3.
Table 6.3 Parameter of the turboprop aircraft (Johanning 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Landing field length</td>
<td>$S_{LFL}$</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>1448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take-off field length</td>
<td>$S_{TOFL}$</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>1768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. lift coefficient, landing</td>
<td>$C_{L,max,L}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. lift coefficient, take-off</td>
<td>$C_{L,max,TO}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass ratio, max. landing to max. take-off</td>
<td>$m_{ML}/m_{MTO}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspect ratio</td>
<td>$A$</td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of engines</td>
<td>$n_E$</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of passengers</td>
<td>$n_{PAX}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of seats abreast</td>
<td>$n_{SA}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cargo mass</td>
<td>$m_{CARGO}$</td>
<td>kg</td>
<td>2516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mach number, cruise</td>
<td>$M_{CR}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Range</td>
<td>$R_{MPL}$</td>
<td>NM</td>
<td>1510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific fuel consumption</td>
<td>$SFC_p$</td>
<td>kg/W/s</td>
<td>$5.83 \cdot 10^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The matching chart of the turboprop aircraft can be seen in Appendix B.

6.2.3 Comparison of the Conventional Aircraft

The values of the conventional aircraft were calculated with the spreadsheet “A-C_Preliminary_SizingA320_CFM562”. The values of the turboprop aircraft have been calculated with the spreadsheet “PreSTo-Classic-Prop-final2”. These results are compared in the Table 6.4.
Table 6.4 Parameter of the conventional aircraft and the turboprop aircraft

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Conventional A320</th>
<th>Turboprop A320</th>
<th>Variation [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operating empty mass</td>
<td>(m_{OE})</td>
<td>kg</td>
<td>41183</td>
<td>35533</td>
<td>-13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel mass</td>
<td>(m_F)</td>
<td>kg</td>
<td>13102</td>
<td>8663</td>
<td>-33.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. take-off mass</td>
<td>(m_{MTO})</td>
<td>kg</td>
<td>73540</td>
<td>63452</td>
<td>-13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seat-mile cost</td>
<td>DOC (AEA)</td>
<td>$/NM/seat</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>-13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length fuselage</td>
<td>(l_F)</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>37.57</td>
<td>37.57</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wing area</td>
<td>(S_W)</td>
<td>m²</td>
<td>122.3</td>
<td>90.6</td>
<td>-25.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wingspan</td>
<td>(b_W)</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>34.13</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. glide ratio, cruise</td>
<td>(E_{MAX})</td>
<td></td>
<td>17.48</td>
<td>22.68</td>
<td>29.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take-off power</td>
<td>(P_{STO})</td>
<td>kW</td>
<td>17290</td>
<td>12106</td>
<td>-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cruise altitude</td>
<td>(h_{CR})</td>
<td>ft</td>
<td>38773</td>
<td>32623</td>
<td>-15.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The specific fuel consumption of the conventional A320 and the turboprop version cannot be compared directly. Nevertheless, the turboprop version is more fuel efficient. This is one of the reasons besides the increase of the maximum glide ration in cruise that led to a significant drop in fuel mass which also equals the needed energy for the flight mission. The reduced fuel mass of the turboprop version combined with the reduction of the operating empty weight leads to a reduction of the maximum take-off mass. The reduced maximum take-off weight itself contributes to a lower take-off power and wing area compared to the conventional aircraft. What might become an issue is the increase in wingspan due to the higher aspect ratio of the turboprop version, this could be addressed by including winglets in the design.
6.3 Input Data Hydrogen Aircraft

For the calculation of the hydrogen-electric aircraft the input data of the reference plane has been used except the values shown in Table 6.5. All other input data has been explained in the previous section. Due to the significance of certain parts of the hydrogen-electric powertrain the values for the electric motor and the fuel cells were used in two different versions shown in Table 6.6. One value is the current state of the art the other one is the value expected to become real in the near future. This alternation aims at underlining what the most important technologies in the field of hydrogen-electric aircraft are.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6.5</th>
<th>Adjusted values of the different aircraft version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Symbol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor</td>
<td>$k_L$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. lift coefficient landing</td>
<td>$C_{L,\text{max},L}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass ratio landing - take-off</td>
<td>$m_{ML}/m_{TO}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio</td>
<td>$V/V_{md}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mach number cruise</td>
<td>$M_{CR}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6.6</th>
<th>Values of the different hydrogen aircraft version (Kadyk 2018)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Symbol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power density fuel cell</td>
<td>$\Phi_{FC}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power density electric propulsion motor</td>
<td>$\Phi_{ELM}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 6.5 the adjustments needed to the hydrogen-electric aircraft were shown. The fuel cell and the electric motor are modelled such that they do not see a power reduction with altitude. The cruise line in the matching chart is matched with the design point by power reduction of the engines (using the throttle).

A very important issue is to comply with (4.34). This means that the landing mass has to be sufficiently high to allow landing of the aircraft with maximum payload plus fuel reserves.
For this reason, the mass ratio $m_{ML}/m_{TO}$ has to be adjusted. The value can be set to a maximum of 1.0 but has been set to 0.93 after a number of adjustments. Also the ration $V/V_{md}$ has been set to 1.0 to get the best results. Both of these changes affect lift coefficient during cruise.

As already mentioned, the cruise altitude should be lower compared to the conventional aircraft due to the likeliness of contrails which rises with increasing altitude. To calculate the cruise altitude the pressure in cruise is needed.

$$p_{CR} = \frac{2 \cdot g \cdot m_{MTO}/S_W}{C_L \cdot M^2 \cdot \gamma} \quad (6.1)$$

To get a lower cruising altitude the pressure in cruise must be set to maximum. In a first step the wing loading at maximum take-off mass $m_{MTO}/S_W$ which is calculated in the worksheet “Preliminary Sizing I” needs to be maximized. The factor $k_L$ needs to be as large as possible so it will be set at the figure of the turboprop variant due to the more favorable certification conditions. The maximum lift coefficient during landing $C_{L, max, L}$ will be set at the maximum value, which is the value of the conventional A320. Also, a larger $s_{LFL}$ would be beneficial because it enlarges $m_{MTO}/S_W$ but it is limited by the TLAR. In a last step to maximize $m_{MTO}/S_W$ the mass ratio $m_{ML}/m_{TO}$ should be addressed. This ratio should be set at the lowest value possible which could interfere with the settings above to comply with (4.34) where this ratio needs to be maximized. In this case a compromise is needed which is found by investigating the various results.

Another value which has to be addressed is the Mach number during cruise. At first the TLAR of the aircraft introduced the cruising Mach number at 0.648 this would lead to a cruising altitude of about 41000 feet for both versions of the hydrogen aircraft which would drastically increase the likeliness of contrails and is unrealistic for a fuel cell as well as for a propeller aircraft. To address this issue the Mach number in cruise for the hydrogen aircraft has to be reduced to 0.5 in violation of the TLAR. This Mach number complies with Johanning 2014 and also reduces the maximum take-off mass. With the assumed aspect ratio of 16, the wingspan is at 52 m for current technology and 44 m for the future technology scenario. This is a considerable violation of the 36 m wingspan limitation (ICAO Class C) observed by the conventional A320 and the turboprop version.

The difference of the technological level is being introduced by a variation of the power density of the fuel cell and the electric motor. According to Kadyk 2018 the improvements in the field of the fuel cell is due to the improvement of the bipolar plates and peripheral components, which contribute the biggest share of weight to the overall weight of the fuel cell. With new material from better performing, lightweight materials the weight of the fuel cell can be significantly reduced and also the power density. Another improvement can be achieved with
improved catalyst design. These improvements combined make the estimate for the power density of the future technology a reasonable estimate according to Kadyk 2018.

Regarding the improvements of the electric motor the values also have been provided by Kadyk. The amount of improvement and its timespan can better be explained with Vratny 2018 who sets the specific power of the current technology at 5 kW/kg and expects values of up to 20 kW/kg until 2030. This makes the estimation of the future power density in the field of the electric motor reasonable.

### 6.4 Results

The values of the turboprop aircraft were calculated with the spreadsheet “PreSTo-Classic-Prop-final2”. The values of the hydro-electric aircraft have been calculated with the spreadsheet “PreSTo-Classic-hydrogen_current” and “PreSTo-Classic-hydrogen_future”. These results are now compared to the values of the turboprop aircraft. The matching charts of the version equipped with current technology can be seen in Appendix C, the version with future technology in Appendix D.

As seen in the Table 6.7 the results differ from the reference aircraft in most cases significantly. To get a better perspective of the results in the Table 6.8 and in the Figure 6.2 the relative difference of the current and the future technology to the reference aircraft is shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Turboprop A320</th>
<th>Hydrogen-electric redesign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Current Technology</td>
<td>Future technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating empty mass</td>
<td>( m_{OE} )</td>
<td>kg</td>
<td>35533</td>
<td>92602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel mass equiv.</td>
<td>( m_F )</td>
<td>kg</td>
<td>8663</td>
<td>31399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. take-off mass</td>
<td>( m_{MTO} )</td>
<td>kg</td>
<td>63452</td>
<td>123975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seat-mile cost</td>
<td>DOC (AEA)</td>
<td>S/NM/seat</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length fuselage</td>
<td>( l_F )</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>37.57</td>
<td>63.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wing area</td>
<td>( S_W )</td>
<td>m²</td>
<td>90.6</td>
<td>170.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wingspan</td>
<td>( b_W )</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>52.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. glide ratio, cruise</td>
<td>( E_{MAX} )</td>
<td></td>
<td>22.68</td>
<td>13.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take-off power</td>
<td>( P_{S,TO} )</td>
<td>kW</td>
<td>12106</td>
<td>34606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific fuel consumption</td>
<td>( SFC_p )</td>
<td>kg/W/s</td>
<td>( 5.83 \cdot 10^{-8} )</td>
<td>( 1.7 \cdot 10^{-8} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cruise altitude</td>
<td>( h_{CR} )</td>
<td>ft</td>
<td>32649</td>
<td>30967</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 6.8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Current Technology</th>
<th>Future technology</th>
<th>Relative difference [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operating empty mass</td>
<td>$m_{OE}$</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel mass equiv.</td>
<td>$m_F$</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>163</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. take-off mass</td>
<td>$m_{MTO}$</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seat-mile cost</td>
<td>DOC(AEA)</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>184</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length fuselage</td>
<td>$l_F$</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wing area</td>
<td>$S_W$</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wingspan</td>
<td>$b_W$</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. glide ratio, cruise</td>
<td>$E_{MAX}$</td>
<td>-39</td>
<td>-41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take-off power</td>
<td>$P_{STO}$</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>103</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific fuel consumption</td>
<td>$SPC_p$</td>
<td>-71</td>
<td>-71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cruise altitude</td>
<td>$h_{CR}$</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 6.2

Comparison of the results of the preliminary sizing between both versions of the hydrogen aircraft related to the turboprop aircraft

As seen in the Table 6.9, Table 6.10, and the Figure 6.2 the hydro-electric aircraft especially equipped with the current technology fails to compete with the conventional A320. The fuel energy is about 140% higher and the DOC is almost 221% higher, the hydrogen aircraft equipped with the future technology is better at about 74% and 146% but is still no improvement. This makes the hydro-electric aircraft compared to the conventional aircraft only beneficial in case of emissions.
Table 6.9  Parameter of the conventional aircraft and the hydrogen aircraft

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>conventional A320</th>
<th>Hydrogen-electric redesign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Current Technology</td>
<td>Future technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating empty mass</td>
<td>( m_{OE} )</td>
<td>kg</td>
<td>41183</td>
<td>92602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel mass equiv..</td>
<td>( m_F )</td>
<td>kg</td>
<td>13102</td>
<td>31399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. take-off mass</td>
<td>( m_{MTO} )</td>
<td>kg</td>
<td>73540</td>
<td>123975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seat-mile cost</td>
<td>DOC (AEA)</td>
<td>$/NM/seat</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length fuselage</td>
<td>( l_F )</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>37.57</td>
<td>63.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wing area</td>
<td>( S_W )</td>
<td>m²</td>
<td>122.3</td>
<td>170.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wingspan</td>
<td>( b_W )</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>34.13</td>
<td>52.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. glide ratio, cruise</td>
<td>( E_{MAX} )</td>
<td></td>
<td>17.48</td>
<td>13.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take-off power</td>
<td>( P_{STO} )</td>
<td>kW</td>
<td>17290</td>
<td>34606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cruise altitude</td>
<td>( h_{CR} )</td>
<td>ft</td>
<td>38773</td>
<td>30967</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.10  Relative difference of the hydrogen aircraft related to the conventional version

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Relative difference [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Current Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating empty mass</td>
<td>( m_{OE} )</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel mass equiv..</td>
<td>( m_F )</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. take-off mass</td>
<td>( m_{MTO} )</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seat-mile cost</td>
<td>DOC (AEA)</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length fuselage</td>
<td>( l_F )</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wing area</td>
<td>( S_W )</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wingspan</td>
<td>( b_W )</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. glide ratio, cruise</td>
<td>( E_{MAX} )</td>
<td>-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take-off power</td>
<td>( P_{STO} )</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cruise altitude</td>
<td>( h_{CR} )</td>
<td>-20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.3  Comparison of the results of the preliminary sizing between both versions of the hydrogen aircraft related to the conventional aircraft
6.5 Evaluation of the Results

6.5.1 Operating Empty Mass

The empty weight includes the structure, landing gear, fixed equipment, avionics, and anything else which is not part of the crew, payload, or fuel. Based on this the whole hydrogen-electric powertrain is to be included in the operating empty mass. This drivetrain is composed of the fuel containment system, the fuel cell system, the electric propulsion system, and the various subsystems. In a conventional aircraft the drivetrain includes the thrust devices, the fuel tanks. Because of the higher weight of the components of the hydrogen-electric powertrain the operating empty weight is significantly higher. The fuselage also contributes to the increase of the operating empty mass due to location of the hydrogen storage tanks. These tanks cannot be fitted inside the wings, they must be located inside the fuselage. This adds additional length to the fuselage which increases the weight of the fuselage and therefore the operating empty weight as seen in Figure 6.4.

As seen in Figure 6.4, this results in a significantly higher operating empty mass when compared to the reference plane. The increasing mass requires an increase in lift, which increases the drag and therefore the thrust and fuel consumption. This also influences the operating costs, which also increase.

To identify the major mass contributors of the hydrogen-electric powertrain the operating empty mass has been evaluated in the Figures 6.5 and 6.6. With the current technology the hydrogen-electric powertrain contributes 53% to the operating empty mass while using the values of the future technology the percentage is only 29%. This effect underlines the importance of the advancement of the enabling technologies which are the fuel cells and the electric motors.
Figure 6.5 Composition of the operating empty mass of the hydrogen aircraft with current technology

Figure 6.6 Composition of the operating empty mass of the hydrogen aircraft with future technology
6.5.2 Equivalent Fuel Mass

The fuel mass of the hydrogen aircraft is influenced by the higher gravimetric energy density of the hydrogen, which is beneficial to the fuel weight. But the increase in the operating empty weight gives the need for an increase in thrust and therefore in fuel consumption. This increase in fuel mass, as seen in Figure 6.7, also influences the dimensions of the fuel containment system which directly affects the fuselage length and therefore the operating empty weight.

![Figure 6.7 Fuel mass of the hydrogen aircraft related to the reference aircraft](image)

6.5.3 Length of the Fuselage

Besides the passenger, cargo, avionics, and fixed equipment the fuselage has to house the fuel tanks. According to Brewer 1991 the tanks are located inside the fuselage. Due to C.G. control issues one tank is in front of the fuselage behind the cockpit and the other one in the aft of the fuselage behind the passenger cabin. Both tanks add additional length to the fuselage as seen in Figure 6.8. This additional length contributes to weight of the fuselage and therefore to the operating empty weight.

![Figure 6.8 Fuselage length of the hydrogen aircraft related to the reference aircraft](image)

This increase in fuselage length may require adjustments to the empennage due to changes in the geometry of the plane. It also influences the geometry of the fuselage which influences the tail clearance during take-off. This could be solved by adding length to the landing gear to keep the required tail clearance. Additional length of the landing gear would also increase the operating empty weight.
6.5.4 Wingspan and Wing Area

As the wing area is linked to the maximum take-off weight and wing loading. The difference to the reference aircraft is mostly dependent on the increase of the maximum take-off weight. The increase in wing area, as seen in Figure 6.9, results in heavier wings. This is only slightly compensated by the absence of fuel tanks inside the wings. The wingspan also increases due to the increase in wing area. This also makes the wings heavier and limits the operability of the aircraft due to its larger dimensions.

In Element 2 of the ICAO Aerodrome Reference Code aircraft are divided into groups in regard of their wingspan. For a narrowbody aircraft like the A320 this would be code letter C, which includes wingspans from 24 m to 36 m. Both versions of the hydrogen-electric aircraft exceed these limits which makes code letter D applicable. Therefore, the hydrogen-electric aircraft will exceed the dimensions of certain airports even with the use of winglets (Skybrary 2023).

![Figure 6.9](image1)

**Figure 6.9** Wingspan and Wing Area of the hydrogen aircraft related to the reference aircraft

6.5.5 Take-off Power

The take-off power is dependent on power-to-weight ratio of the design point and the maximum take-off weight. The increasing maximum take-off mass results in increasing take-off power. But also, the additional power demand due to the core drag power of the heat exchangers contribute to the maximum take-off power. The increasing power demand, as seen in Figure 6.10, also increases the mass of the fuel cell system and therefore the operating empty weight.

![Figure 6.10](image2)

**Figure 6.10** Take-off Power of the hydrogen aircraft related to the reference aircraft
6.5.6 Maximum Take-off Mass

The maximum take-off mass is composed of the operating empty mass, the payload, and the fuel mass. The only mass which is constant for the reference aircraft and the hydrogen aircraft is the payload. An increase in the operating empty mass or in the fuel mass results in an increase of the maximum take-off weight as seen in Figure 6.11. This increase also affects both the operating empty weight and the fuel mass in return. When the maximum take-off mass increases the take-off power demand increases and therefore the mass of the fuel cell system increases the operating empty weight. To solve this problem during the calculation an iteration was implemented. The maximum takeoff mass also directly contributes to the DOC estimation.

Figure 6.11 Maximum Take-off Mass of the hydrogen aircraft related to the reference aircraft

6.6 Direct Operating Costs

The DOC was calculated with the method from 1989 for short and medium range aircraft of the Association of European Airlines (AEA). The direct operating cost is the sum of specific costs, which are:

- depreciation,
- interest,
- insurance,
- fuel,
- maintenance,
- crew,
- fees and charges.
For this calculation, all costs have been calculated except for the maintenance. As the reference aircraft features a turboprop propulsion, the hydrogen aircraft feature a hydrogen-electric powertrain. The hydrogen-electric powertrain cannot be calculated with the methods of the AEA method. Also, the price of the hydrogen-electric powertrain cannot be estimated by the AEA Method which affects the depreciation.

According to ZeroAvia’s Regional Aircraft Concept Report the fuel cell must be replaced three times during the aircraft life, while the tanks and the cryogenic fuel systems must be replaced four times during the lifespan of the aircraft. This combined with the higher weight of the airframe makes it highly likely that the maintenance costs will be significantly higher compared to the reference aircraft.

As seen in Figure 6.12 the DOC for the hydrogen fueled aircraft is significantly higher compared to the reference aircraft. This result due to the higher maximum take-off weight.
7 Summary and Conclusions

This project aims at the benefits and challenges of a zero-emission aircraft which uses hydrogen and fuel cells. The work is based on a medium range narrowbody aircraft designed for a flight mission of 1510 NM and a payload of 19.3 t, which is equal to the Airbus A320, one of the most frequently used aircraft. The turboprop version results in 44% less fuel consumption, 14% less take-off mass, 14% less operating empty mass, and 14% less DOC.

A hydrogen-electric aircraft can be built, but only with extreme parameters. The operating empty mass is about 160% higher with current technology and 69% higher with future technology compared to the turboprop variant. This difference between the current and future technology is caused by reduction of mass of the main mass contributors. These are the fuel cells and the electric motors of the propulsion system. This reduces the mass contribution of the hydrogen-electric powertrain from 53% to 29%.

Also worth noting is the equivalent fuel mass which represents the amount of energy needed for the same flight mission which is 262% higher with current technology and 163% higher with future technology. This is one of the most important findings because it points out that the needed energy for the same flight mission is at least 163% higher than with already existing and proven technology. Especially the current technology is a massive ecological draw-back by consuming almost two and half times the fuel an improved variant of existing technology would do.

In a last step we take a look at the economical results. The DOC of the hydrogen aircraft with current technology causes 271% higher DOC than the turboprop variant, in the case of the hydrogen aircraft equipped with future technology this drops to 184%. This also makes the version using the current technology not competitive in economical view. The future version is better but still needs improvement to be beneficial under economic conditions.

Finally, the hydrogen aircraft with current technology fails in technological, ecological, and economical terms. The version equipped with the future technology is way better but still needs improvement especially in terms of energy consumption and direct operating costs. This leaves the absence of CO2 and NOx emissions the only benefit remaining which the hydrogen-electric airplane has.

To become fully emission-free the hydrogen-electric plane has to avoid producing contrails which could be caused by the water vapor emissions which result due to production of water in the fuel cells. This water cannot be stored on board, because of the additional weight it would cause. To freeze the water and discard it is also not possible because of the additional weight and space the additional appliances would take. The most promising choice is storing the water being produced during critical flight phases on board and discard the stored water
and the produced water during the cruise flight phase without any treatment to the atmosphere. To reduce the likeliness of contrails a lower cruising altitude should be chosen. It might be beneficial to monitor the surroundings during flight to choose the right altitude and weather conditions.

In the long term, hydro-electric aircraft might become competitive when new and improved technology is emerging. But this does not solve the challenges of today which are lying in the emissions and energy consumption caused by the aviation industry. If we remember the comparison between the conventional and the turboprop version of the aircraft, we already noticed the significant drop in fuel mass combined with a drop in DOC. Less burned fuel means less emissions and because the flight level is lower, contrails are less likely to happen. The reduction of contrails also means an additional reduction of emissions caused by the aircraft. These benefits only come at one expense which is a lower cruising speed. Maybe this compromise could make flying more eco-friendly for the time until the hydro-electric aircraft might be improved and is finally competitive.
8 Recommendation

The aim of this work was to evaluate the feasibility of an aircraft using hydrogen and fuel cells as part of its propulsion. This was done by comparing the hydrogen-electric aircraft to a conventional fueled aircraft. In return most of the variables of the reference aircraft were imposed upon the hydrogen-electric aircraft. While these values were optimized for a conventional fueled aircraft, some of values proved to be unbenefficial for the hydrogen-electric aircraft. For example, the dimension of the hydrogen storage tanks was limited to the cabin diameter of the reference plane. A wider fuselage would contribute to the efficiency of the hydrogen storage tank. This would result in a reduction of the additional fuselage length and therefore reduce the operating empty mass of the plane. The solution would be a clean-sheet study which takes the requirements of the hydrogen-electric powertrain in account from the beginning of the design process.

The installation and evaluation of the heat exchangers as part of the fuel cell system seems unsatisfying. Because of being a major contributor to the drag and the power demand of the aircraft. Further studies are needed to provide hydrogen-electric aircraft with a better solution to reduce the drag and power demand caused by the heat exchangers.

Regarding the DOC estimations a method should be implemented to evaluate hydrogen-electric aircraft. The existing methods are limited to combustion engines. This takes away the possibility of comparing hydrogen fueled aircraft to conventional fueled aircraft.

The effects of the production and distribution of hydrogen should be investigated. Zero-emission aviation is only possible if the production and the distribution of the hydrogen propellant is done without environmental impact. Therefore, the means of production and its environmental impact should be investigated further.

The hydrogen infrastructure should also be investigated. The change from conventional propellant to hydrogen as a propellant would result in the need of new ways distributing the fuel. This includes the fuel delivery to airports and airport refueling infrastructure.
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Appendix A – Matching Chart Conventional A320

This section presents the matching chart which has been made with the spreadsheet “A-C_Preliminary_SizingA320_CFM56”.

Figure A.1  Matching Chart conventional A320
Appendix B – Matching Chart Turboprop A320

This section present the matching chart which has been made with the spreadsheet “PreSTo-Classic-Prop_final2_SLZ”.

![Matching Chart conventional A320](image_url)
Appendix C – Matching Chart Hydrogen-Electric A320 Current Technology

This section present the matching chart which has been made with the spreadsheet “PreSTo-Classic-hydrogen_final_current_technology”.

![Matching Chart](image)

**Figure C.1** Matching Chart hydrogen A320 with current technology
Appendix D – Matching Chart Hydrogen-Electric A320 Future Technology

This section present the matching chart which has been made with the spreadsheet “PreSTo-Classic-hydrogen_final_future_technology”.

Figure D.1  Matching Chart hydrogen A320 with future technology